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Richardson Says
American People
Should be Judge
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Elliot
L. Richardson said today it is
up to the American people, not
him, to judge the Watergate
events that have led to congressional demands for the irnpeachrnent of President Nixon.
Even as he explained why he
resigned rather than fire Archibald Coxes Watergate special
prosecutor, the former attorney
general said he remains a supporter of administration goals
and priorities.
He also said Nixon did not
break a- promise by ordering
him to fire Cox for persisting in

demands that the President
yield White House tape recordings bearing on Watergate.
Richardson entered to the applause and cheers of Justice
Department employes, and told
a nationally televised news conference he had decided he
could best serve the nation as a
private citizen because he could
not agree with White House decisions that led to the ouster of
Cox.
Recounting his record as a
member of the administration
from its beginning, Richardson
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'BLOOD BANK PLANNED—Murray Calloway County Hospital Administrator Stuart Poston, left,
the new blood
shows Lions Club member Tom Shirley one of the refrigerators which will be used in
the blood bank
bank, to be in the new wing of the hospital. The Lions Club is raising money for
through the radio auction, to be held tonight and Wednesday night.'The Lions will auction off various
e.
items donated by local merchants, and listeners will call in to bid on the merchandis
Staff Photo by David Hill

(See Richardson, Page 12)
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Murray Chamber Participating
In Industrial Resources Review
The Murray Chamber of
Commerce is one of 27
organizations in Western
Kentucky who will be host for
the Western Kentucky Industrial Resources Review at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park on Wednesday and
Thursday, October 24 and 25.
Joe Dick, Chairman of the
industrial committee of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce, and James Johnson,
executive secretary of the local
Chamber of Commerce, will be
present both days of the annual
industrial project tour group.
Among the exhibits at the
review will be one by the local
Chamber of Commerce showing
aerial photos of Murray and
Calloway County including
businesses, residences,
educational buildings, and
industrial sites.
Dick and Johnson will also
have detailed resource material
to give to prospects at the
special program planned at the
state park by the 27 Chambers
of Commerce in the area who
are financing the two day event

Also sponsoring the review
which starts at Louisville today
will be the Kentucky Industrial
Development Council, Kentucky Chamber of Commerce,
and Kentucky Department of
Commerce.
Hayden Timmons, Kentucky
Rural Electric Cooperative
Corporation, will give a slide
presentation on the Kentucky
Department of Commerce at
the Wednesday afternoon

Emergency assistance is
available to repair land and
related damages caused by this
year's spring flood in the
watershed*of Calloway County,
according to Felix Perrin who
heads up the USDA, Soil Conservation Service ( SCS) office
at 208 Maple Street, in Murray.
Perrin said, "6500,000 is
available for group or community soil erosion preventive
measures in Fulton, Hickman,
Ballard, Carlisle, McCracken,
and
Marshall,
Graves,
Calloway Counties," Perrin
said. "The emergency money is
part of a $20 million appropriation by Congress for
emergency watershed work in
the eight states strickened by
the 1973 spring floods."
Perrin pointed out that the
for use in
assistance is

Calloway County for emergency contract for and pay the total
measures that will prevent cost of carrying out eligible
future damages to life and projects.
property. Projects carried out
Applications for emergency
emergency
the
through
work must be made to the
watershed protection program
Calloway County Conservation
must benefit communities or
District. Emergency projects
groups of people to be eligible, may
include such conservation
Perrin emphasized. The work
as planting grass,
measures
cannot be done for one intrees, or shrubs; removing
dividual landowner's benefit.
debris from streams deposited
The Calloway County Conby the '1973 flood; constructing
servation District will provide
diversions, dikes or jetties;
leadership in carrying out the
riprapping eroded stream
ernergency program, and will
banks; and other soil erosion
sponsor each project, he said.
prevention practices.
Sponsors will need to get
Perrin said further innecessary land easements
where restoration work is to formation on the program can
take place, according to Perrin. be obtained by calling his office,
The emergency watershed phone 7534400 or Mr. Albert
program is administered by the Wilson, phone 436-2152, of the
USDA, Soil Conservation Calloway County Conservation
Service. Perrin said SCS will District.

Ten of Original Stompers
To be Here Homecoming

Police Investigate
Two Thefts In City
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Kirksey Class Has
Election, Officers
The 7th grade class at
Paibey Elementary School has
elected class officers as
follows:
President—Dawn Sledd, vicepresident, Sheila Lawrence,
secretary-treasurer, Guy Ain*
and reporter-Teresa McKinney.
The recreation leaders are
Mindy Bryan, Jackie Parker,
and Janet Towery. The refreshment committee is Danny
Spears, Kim Black, and Kathy
Black.
They also elected class
favorites as follows:
Most Studious—Stephanie
Wyatt and Jimmy Joe Hale.
Most Popular—Sheila
Lawrence and Jimmy Joe Hale.
Most Athletic—Sheila
Lawrence and Shawn Simmons.
Best Dressed—Jackie Parker
and Marty AlexEmder.

Luncheon Held By
Hazel Senior Group
The Senior Citizens of Hazel
held a potluck dinner on
Thursday, October II, at the
Hazel United Methodist Church.
Following the luncheon the
group worked with artex paints.
Those present were Lula
Allbritten, Lois Newport,
Myrtie Humphrey, Roberta
Brandon, Bradie White, Grace
Wilcox, Fanny Owens, Rose
Patterson, Erma Stewart,
Lochie
Cathcart, Viola
McReynolds, and Hazel Alton,
along with Verona Grogan and
Thyra Crawford, directors.
The next meeting will be held
on November 8.
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Miss.Lanora Gail Norwood,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles T. Norwood of Hardin
,..Route One, and George Harry
King, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Willard E. King of Fort
Madison,Iowa, were married in
a late summer wedding at the
Olive Missionary Baptist
Church.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Someone signed "SMELLS BAD IN
ROANOKE" wrote to say she was extremely clean about
herself and her clothing, but she smelled a terrible odor
about herself, which nobody said they smelled, and it was
driving her out of her mind.
I had the same problem for four years. Finally my
doctor discovered I had diabetes. He put me on a low
carbohydrate diet, and the smell left me.
CURED NOW
DEAR ABBY This is my 50th year as a physi-lan and
I have seen a number of cases like the one described by
"SMELLS BAD."
That person should consult an ear, nose, and throat
specialist for possible "Ozena" (stink nose], which causes a
breath so foul that everything smells bad to her The condition is the result of a chronic infection in nose and sinuses
causing upper respiratory membranes to degenerate.
ARIZONA MD.
•
DEAR ABBY: I also smelled bad and didn't kw* why.
My doctor looked into my navel with a flashlight and that's
where the smell was coming from. He cleaned it out and.
advised me to keep it clean with a bit of cotton on a
toothpick, and my problem was aplyed.,_ ON THE BUTTON_
DEAR ABBY - Dr. Marina'B. Sultzberger, a famous -dermatologist, once told me that he had a patient who
came to him with the same problem as "SMELLS BAD."
The doctor had the Man strip. He still smelled bad. Then
the doctor told the man to remove his gold wedding band.
That was the culprit! In some people, their body chemistry
and certain metals create a very unpleasant odor.
J. 1, CORONA DEL MAR, C.L.
DEAR ABBY. Tell that lady who smells bad my brother had the same problem. He went to doctors and nobody
could help him. Finally an old man told him to drink four
ounces of dry white wine four times a day before meals,
and again at bedtime. He did and in a week the odor was
gone, and he was like a new man. COFFEYVILLE, KAS.
DEAR ABBY: "SMELLS BAD" should make an appointment•with her dentist immediately. I had that problem, and didn't know it was caused by an infected wisdom
tooth When my dentist discovered it he was amazed that I
did not have a toothache that raised the top of my head. I
never bad a twinge of pain, but that terrible odor nearly
drove me nuts!
OKAY NOW
DEAR ABBY: If "SMELLS
'
SAD" wears glasses she
should check the nose piece of her glasses-. I smelled something vile for months and couldn't detect its source. Finally
I discovered it was the perspiration collected in the nose
piece of my glasses that was causing it. I bought new
. glasses, and clean them with alcohol regularly, and haven't
had any trouble since.
SMELLS GOOD IN BALTIMORE

and Mendelssohn for the
processional
and
the
recessional. The vocalist sang
"If," 'The Shadow Of Your
Smile," and "Love Is A Many
Splendored Thing."
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The groom wore a dit;tublebreasted black suit with black
and blue knit tied over a royal
blue shirt and had a single white
carnation.
John King served his brother
as best man and wore a black
suit and tie with a royal blue
shirt.
Wayne
Blackford,
groomsman, wore a light blue
suit with a blue, red and white
stripped tie over a royal blue
shirt.

The iishers were Phil Norwood, brother of the bride, and
Bill Pearson, brother-in-law Of
the groom. The ringbearer was
THIS SPECIAL arrangement John Norwood, brother of the
by Mrs. James E. Hamilton, bride, who carried the wedding
a member of the Garden rings on a white satin pillow.
Department of the Murray
Mrs. Norwood, mother of the
Woman's Club, won second
place at the Kentucky- bride, wore a white and pink
Tennessee Convention of the knit dress, while Mrs. King,
mother of the groom, was atAmerican Rose Society held at
Nashville, Tenn. Songs were tired in a navy dress with a
the theme of the show and Mrs. multi-colored scarf. They both
had white carnation corsages.
Hamilton
named
her
The bride's father wore a
arrangement of red, pink, and
white roses, "Last Time I Saw navy suit with matching tie and
a printed shirt, while the
Park."

Reception
_
A reception followed

CATERING
SERVICE
Call Us for Those Special Events .. .
Altiliversatits—

Parties
'Birthdays

Rudy's Restaurant
-104 S. 5th

Phone 753-1632
WelP

Both the Men and the Women
voted to adot4 a child from a
foreign country.

Officers
for 1973-74 are
Patty Vetter, president; La
Vanderveer, vice-president,
Rita Weisman, secretary,
Patty Vetter, treasurer; Kathy
Summers, program chairman,
Donna Almand, publicity.
chairman.
The speaker for the meeting
was Robert Rowen, assistant
professor of Guidance Counseling. His topic was "First
Year Marriage."
Members from the Dames
Club recently participated in
intramural softball and are now
planning to participate in
volleyball. The first social event
was to be family picnic, but it
was rained out. A Halloween
party is being planned.
The club is sponsoring the
Mrs. MSU contest again this
year with the vice-president,
Liz Vanderveer, acting as
chairman for the contest to be
held in November.

Fast Print copy center

MRS. JAMES E. Hamilton, left, presented a special lesson on
"Fresh and Dried Flower Arranging" as part of one of the Home
Economics Classes at Murray State University, Miss Sue
Fairless, teacher, shown at the right. Mrs. Hamilton used both
dried arid fresh flowers in teaching the lesson. She is a member of
the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club.

LEE MARVIN

At The Church
Rev. Richard Schorey, pastor
of the Independence United
Methodist Church, was in
charge of the joint meeting of
the Methodist Men and Women
of the church held on Thursday,
October 4, at 7:30 p.m. at the
church.
Plans for the coming year
were discussed. Refreshments
were served in the fellowship
room of the church.
Separate business meetings
were held with Leon Duncan,
president, presiding at the
men's meeting with ten
members present. Mrs. Desiree
Duncan,
women's
vicepresident, Preiefed at "their
meeting with Mrs. ?net-Rapidan
giving the financial report and
Mrs. Marita Burkeen reading
the minutes. Twelve members
and one vfkltor were present.

New members are Peggy
Allgood, Paulette Atkins, Judy
Bell, Edith Cunningham, Karen
Denison, Sharon Eades, Barbie
Jessup, Teresa Owens, Nanette
Peach, Terri Rikel, Debbie
Satterfield, and Joan Watkins

the
ceremony on the grounds of the
church.
(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
A tangy gold-colored punch
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES. INC.
was served the guests along
with a two-tiered white wedding
ANNILE-YOU4NAlT
cake decorated with blue
--FTD-TASB COPIES
flowers, bells, doves, gold
swans, and leaves. The cake # I-PRINTING AND
Camera Steady Copy Only.
was topped with a bride and
DUPLICATING
groom statuette.
The reception table was
accented with blue candles and
a centerpiece of dried blue arid
gold flowers interspersed with
gold cattails.
Serving the punch and cake
were Beverly White, Deborah
Womack, and Jeanne King,
sister-in-law of the groom.
After the reception the couple
left for a wedding trip through
Bowling Green, St. Louis, Mo.,
and Fort Madison, Iowa, with
50443 MAIN STREET — PHONE 753-4442
the bride wearing an ensemble
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
of white knit slacks, blue-green 4.1.0111611110.00.010101111011.1.101110
11
and white vest, and green
blouse.
.
Mr. and Mrs. King are now
Thurs.
residing at No. 96, Riviera t
ihurs.
CENTRAL
Courts, Murray.
t't "Scarecrow"
"Last Days
CINEMAS
Out of town guests for the
Pb.... 0•••• leoW
wedding included Mrs. Mark
of Sheila"
Chrisinger and Sherie Baxter of
CINEMA 1 * 3:00-4:40-5:20-7:00-8:40 *
Mount Pleasant, Iowa; Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Pearson and Kimberly
See Dean Jones n
of Paris, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.
Derr E. King and children of
MEWS&
Havelock, N.C.; Mr. and Mrs.
and win this Faze
John King and children of
Westpoint, Iowa; Mr. and Mrs.
Willard E. King, parents of the .*
groom, Fort Madison, Iowa; *
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Massey at
and a chance fora
Cincinnati, Ohio.
nee wow bignaseyeesehr at aa
oaMcwaing Sworn
3day free trip for 2 to
Prenuptial Events
NO IC*41 P4PC•taly NICONSO•
NW
DesnevloAd or Direvworid!
Prior to the wedding the bride
Sentilissaacts.
I
Gi
•
..anyo
was honored with the following
Dim
vruh;r•
or, aft.halc.n of Pr arc3oneralni or
Mr
..10.1artiosible
Danryidna
prenuptial events:
Dent/v.4*(1ot any of ?hew vialfra
cOrn0anoes
(0
Personal shower given at the
Bank of Marshall County
CINEMA 2 *
lounge, Benton by Jannis
5:00-7:30-10:00
Wetmore, Menu Byers, June
This
movie is about one hell of a man
Pierce, and Sandra Moore with
who lived
twenty-five persons present or
when Dillinger was slamming
banks,
sending gifts.
and Roosevelt was awakenin
g the nation.
Household showers given at
He's a hard-time fast-tracker
the Community Room of the
who's been where
it's mean. A grizzly with
a sense of humor.
Murray Federal Savings and
A wandering rebel, living
off the land
Loan with twenty-five persons
by his wits and his fists.
present or sending gifts with
0
,43'
Now he's taking on his biggest
11
Alice Knight, Susan Knight,
run.
A challenge no one
and Linda Knight as hostesses.
ever survived.
That's why he has to do it.

su

Problems? You'll feel better if you get it off your chest.
For a personal reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L. A.,
Calif. 90011. Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope.
please.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Agers Want to

Independence Men
And Women Meet

The Murray- State Dames
Club initiated twelve
new
members in a candlelight
ceremony at the meeting held at
the Student Union building on
Tuesday, October 9.

mr

DEAR ABBY_ Tell "SMELLS BAD" to check her ears.
I have itchy ears, and I.used to feel like there was something crawling into my ears, so I would scratch them with
whatever was handy. Once I scratched my ear with a
crochet needle. It caused an infection deep inside my ear
which gave off a frightful odor, but I didn't discover it until
I went to a doctor
MRS. G. H., NEWBURY. MASS.

(
"MRAY"
Open 6.45 Start 7:15
Thru WED.

Mrs. F
Speak;

•

DEAR ABBY. The woman who smells bad should be
asked if she has had her ears pierced lately. When I had
mine pierced, I smelled bad for months before I found out I
had an infection in both ears from the piercing.
HAD IT IN ALABAMA

Know," send $I to Abigail Van Bares. 112 Lasky Dr., Revert, Hills. Cal. 10212.

MSU Dames Club
Has Initiation
At Regular Meet—

io

Bride's Dress
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, wore a floor
length gown designed with an
Rev. C.J. Dexter performed empire waistline and a high
the double ring ceremony at collar. The gown had a scoopedfive-thirty o'clock in the af- out neckline of peau de soie
ternoon. The altar was accented satin and was covered with silk
with blue gold artificial flowers' organza trimmed with reinterspersed with greenery on a embroidered Alencon lace of a
white arch. White doves and a rose pattern.
blue ribbon topped the arch
Her finger tip veil of French
which had a background of
silk illusion was trimmed with
greenery. Flanking the arch on the
re-embroidered lace as was
each side were candelabra.
her floor length silk organza
A program of nuptial music train. The bride carried a
was presented by Hazel bouquet of dried gold and blue
Brandon, pianist, and Nora flowers interspersed with
Morgan, vocalist. Selections by baby's breath.
the pianist included "The
Miss Cindy Norwood,sister of
Sweetest Story Ever Told," "0
the bride, was the maid of
Perfect Love," "April Love," honor,
and Sherry Wilkins,
"No Greater Love," "A Melody cousin
of the bride, was the
of Love," "Somewhere My
bridesmaid. They wore floor
Love," and the traditional
Length gowns with one being
wedding marches by Wagner
accented with gold flowers and
the other with blue flowers.
They wore white brimmed hats
with a scarf to match their
Mr. and Mrs. George Harry King
dress and carried dried flowers
of gold or blue to match their groom's
father was attired in a
Another household shower
dresses.
dark brown suit with matching held arthe home of her parents
given by Norma Watkins,
.The flower girl was Deidre tie over a light green shirt.
Daugherty who wore a floor
The guest register was kept Sherry Wilkins, Sue Lovett, and
Beverly White with ninety-nine
length white gown accented by Melisa Byers. Coordinati
ng
persons present or sending
with blue and gold flowers. She the wedding
was Susan Blackgifts.
carried a basket of white car- ford.
nation petals:

DEAR ABBY: It's the woman's gall bladder. A friend
of mine kept sniffing everywhere for "dead mice" for six
months. Finally, a doctor examined her and found that she
had gall bladder trouble. She was smelling her own infected
gall bladder!
R. L. D. IN VERMONT

GEO. SEGAL
SHELLY WINTERS
SUSAN ANSPACH
KRIS KRISTOFFERSON

PAGE 'TIME

Miss Lanora Gail Norwood Becomes Bride
Of George Ha'rriKing At Olive Church
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Readers give advice
to Smell'S Bad'
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KEITH CARRADINE
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Its not a place
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RS a prize'

This Week Only

A OFF

ALL

ALL

sizes

Nile Owl
FLICKS
* CINEMA 1 * Ends THUR. 1015 *
it

3-20

DRESSES
ATS 1.
Sizes 620

•

Racks- &
to Choose' From

Sizes 6-20

town 8 Country
• ,r:
ik 1304 Chestnut

Open 8:30-6:00 p.m. Daily

753 8365

1
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PAT GARRETT *
AND
BILLYTHE IUD
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CHARLTON HESTON.LEIGH TAYLOR-YOUNG
"SOYLENT GREEN"
CHUCR CONNORS
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The Wendell(try Chapter of
the Daughters of the American
Revolution held .its October
meeting on Saturday afternoon
at the home of Dr. Helene
Visher, Dogwood Drive.
Mrs.
Olga
Freeman
presented an entertaining
review of a book, "The Merry
Widow" by Grace Fletcher. She
amusingly described many
episodes of the author's journeyings through the Orient,
quoting passages from many of
Mrs. Fletcher's experiences as
a traveler.
Introducing Mrs. Freeman
was Mrs. Loen Gorgan.
Mrs. John A. Nance, chapter
regent, introduced a guest
speaker, Dr. Hughie Lawson,
assoCiate professor of history at
Murray State University, who
spoke of the program of the
American Revolutionary War
Bicentennial Symposium to be
held at Murray State University
on Thursday and Friday, October 25 and 26.
Among the panelists and
speakers present will be
Brigadier-General James L.
Collins, Jr., Don Higginbotham
of the History Department,
University of North Carolina,
Hugh F. Rankin, Tulane
University, Ira Gruber, Rice
University, and Mary Bet
Norton, Cornell University. The
subject will be "Lexington To
Yorktown: The Loprig Struggle."
After Dr. Lawson's talk, Mrs.
Nance led the members in a
_
memorial service .short for p
recenty deceased member,
Mrs. Mary Alice Trot5T.
The meeting was opened with
the pledge of allegiance to the
flag and the repeating of the
DAR creed. Miss Maude Nance,
chapter secretary, read the
minutes of the last meeting and
Mrs. Leon Grogan, treasurer,
reported on financial affairs.
Mrs. Nance announced the
new slate of candidates for
national and state officers
pointing out that Mrs. W. Paul
Hale of the Col. John Green
Chapter of Hopkinsville'is a
candidate for state regent. She
has spoken at the local chapter.
The announcement has been

**AF,
urs. *

t Difi
Sheila"
-8:40 *

_ .
meet at the home of Mrs.-Nela

kewis at 7:30 p.M.

The members of the Betty
Nursing Education meeting,
sponsored by the Murray. -- The Zeta Department of the Sledd Missions Group of
Calloway County Hospital, will Murray Woman's Club will Memorial Baptist Church had
be at seven p.m. in the hospital meet at the club house at 7:30 the distinct honor of having
conference
room
with p.m. with Dr. C.S. Lowry, as Betty Sledd ( the missionary
Dr.Richard Cunningham as speaker. Hostesses will be from Nigeria for whom the
Mesdames A.D. Wallace, Henry group is named) as one of its
speaker.
Fulton, Vernon Riley, Glen new members as the group met
for its regular monthly meeting,
Murray TOPS Club will meet Hodges and Henry Holton.
Monday, October 15, at the
at the Health Center at seven
Baptist Women of Kirksey home of Mrs. Kay Outland.
p.m.
The president, Mrs. Wilma
Baptist Church will have a

—

Church History Series by Fr. mission study at 6:30p.m:at the
Richard Danhauer will be held church.
by St. Leo's Catholic Church at
Business and Professional
Gleason Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Women's Club will have a
hospitality hour to honor
The Murray State Dames volunteer workers at the
Club will meet in the Student Murray-Calloway County
Union Building at seven p.m. Hospital
from 8:30 a.m. to 12

noon.

Mrs. Olga Freeman
made of a Harvest Tea to be
held at Duncan Tavern, historic
and beautiful restored project
of the DAR,on October 24 and 25
from ten a.m.to four p.m. Local
members were urged to attend
this special open house.
Dr. Visher, assisted by her
sister, Dr. Mildred Hatcher,
served a delicious dessert and
coffee course to the members
and guests.
The next meeting of the DAR
chapter will be held on Saturday, November 10, with Verona
Grogan giving the program on
"Services For Senior Citizens."

Wednesday, October 24
Business and Professional
Women's Club will have
friendship luncheon at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
from eleven a.m. to one p.m.

Friday, October X
Banquet will be held at seven
p.m. at the Murray Woman's
Club House by the Business and
Professional Women's Club
with Joaquin Seltzer of Paducah
as speaker.

MSU Women's Bicycle InA bake sale will be held In
terest Group will meet at the
home of Dee Ann Umar, 806 front of the Student Union
Building, MSU, from 8:30 a.m.
South 17th, at 10:30 a.m.
to two p.m, sponsored by St.
Murray Open Duplicate Leo's Cooperative Preschool.
Bridge Club will meet at
Gleason Hall at seven p.m.
Saturday, October 27
The Sigma Alpha Iota Alumni
Murray
Education coffee will be held in the SAI
Association will meet at the Chapter room at MSU at eleven
Murray High School cafeteria a.m.
at sevenp.m..Lyndle Barnes of
Fall Festival will be held at
Louisville, KEA Legislative
Representative, will be the New Concord Elementary
School with supper serving to
speal
- ter.
start at 5:30 -p.m. and the
festival at 6:30 p.m.
A number of MurrayThursday, October X
A Halloween party for
Calloway County Shrine Club
members and their families Brownie and Girl Scout troops
Breakfast will be served at
met at nine a.m. on Sunday, will be held at the Girl Scout the Oaks Country Club from
October 14, at Perkins Pancake cabin from four to five p.m. seven to eight a.m. The women
House for a fellowship break- Admission will be one cent for will have a short business
each .year of age and persons meeting immediately after the
Thane .attending were Mr. are to cane in costume. Note breakfast. All members urged
and Mrs. Milton Jones, Mr. and change in place.
to attend.
Mr. Norman Klapp, Mr. and
Group I of the Baptist
Mrs. John L. Williams, Mr. and
Fall Festival will be held at
Mrs. Jackie Jones, Mr. and Women of Hazel Baptist Church Lynn Grove School with the
Mrs. Bruce Wilson, and son, will meet at the home of Mrs. doors to open at 5:30 p.m. The
Carl, Mr. and Mrs. Don Maggie Russell with Mrs. Ora event is sponsored by the FTC.
Robinson and son, Larry, Jack Joyce in charge of the Bible
Persall, David Cooper and study.
Fall Festival will be held at
Wally Ford.
Almo School with the doors to
Thursday, October 25
The Acteens of the Memorial open at six p.m. The event is
Baptist Church will meet at the sponsored by the FTC.
home of Cindy Johnson at seven
P.m.
Sunday, October 28
Tea for members of the
The Mission Group of the
Memorial Baptist Church will Business and Professional
„, Women's Club will be helti.sat
the home of Mrs. Vernon Nance,
1229 Dogwood, from two to five
p.m.

Skein-itid Holds

Breakfatt meeting -

State Organizer
Visits Chapter M
Of PEO Saturday

•

•

Mrs. D.W. MacLaury,
Chapter
Lexington,
K,
organizer of the Kentucky State
Chapter of the P.E.O.
Sisterhood, was a special guest
of Chapter M Saturday, October
20. The lovely luncheon meeting
was in the home of Mrs. W.J.
Pitman. Assistant hostess was
Mrs. Morgan E. Sish.
Mrs. MacLaury brought
greetings from the Executive
Board and from her Lexington
chapter. She then reviewed high
lights from the Supreme Convetion which recently met in
New Orleans. She especially
empha4zed concerns and
precautions for the good of all
state chapters. With appropriate suggestions, she
admonished the members:
"Polish your star."
Mrs. John C. Quertermous,
president, presided at the
business Meeting. The chaplain,

eA)1

Mrs. Larrie N. Clark, read
scriptures and opened the
meeting with prayer, Mrs.
Maurice Christopher served as
INE

Burnt
Autumn
Wine
:15

$2299

Great Look In Fashion
They're all around you this season,
these lovely BROGUES by Bass.
And no wonder! The look is fresh
and new. The colors say Fall. And
the styling is Bass. . . all the way!

gorneitisSito
Paris, Tennessee

Outland Home Scene Mrs. Jack Wilson Hostess For Meet Of Suburban Club
The Suburban Homemakers child. The minutes were read Oct. 22, Lesson on Pine Cones,
Of Betty Sledd
club met Monday, Oct. 15, at and treasurer's report was Oct. 29, Lesson on the making of
p.m. in the'borne of given by Mrs. Prentice Dunn. Shadow Boxesfor.driettlryers„_
Missions Meeting - Mrs. Jack
Mrs. Holmes Dunn, president, and Oct. 31, Lesson on making
Wilson, 1629 Miller

MI--=a0 •
Tuesday, October 23
Community -Continuing

•.••••• fr..% N

secretary pro-tern. Roll call and
treasury duties were by Mrs.
Morgan Sisk. Mrs. Edward
Nunnelee
presented
correspondence to the chapter.
A dimit was granted Mrs.
James A. Ray who will be a
member of the newly organized
Chapter V in Jackson, Tenn.
With Mrs. Pitman as pianist
and Mrs. Paul Sturm serving as
initiate, the Exemplification of
the Ritual was presented by
Mesdames Quertermous, Henry
McKenzie, Olga Freeman,
Alfred Lindsey, Jr., Edward
Ntumelee, Larry N. Clark and
Morgan Sisk. Other members
present were Mrs. George S.
Hart and Mrs. L.J. Hortin. Mrs.
Hart made a significant report
on the progress of Miss Peggy
I,iang, scholarship graduate
.student at Murray State. The November' 5 Meeting, "at
7:1(1, will be with. ...Mrs,.
Christopher. Mrs. Hart will give
the program on Cottey College,
the junior college, Nevada, Mo.,
founded and presented to the
P.E.O. Sisterhood by Mrs.
Virginia Alice Cottey Stockard.

TUESDAY--OCTOBER 23, 1973

Billingten, called the meeting to
order and welcomed those in
attendance, including new
members, Mrs. Sledd and Mrs.
Sue Cathey.
Mrs. Sara Johnson, mission
support chairman, presented
the devotion and missionary
prayer list for the evening, and
each person present concluded
with a sentence prayer. She
introduced Mike Casteel, who
entertained the members with a
song he had written that
depicted the life of a young man
who wanted to share Christ with
others.
Mrs. Nancy Cathey, mission
study chairman, introduced her
husband, L.D. Cathey, who is
chairman of the Bus Outreach
Committee of the Church. He
and Mr. an Casteel, Bus Captain, presented some of
thephases of the new bus
outreach ministry. They very
enthusiastically reported that
the attendance on the bus had
almost doubled over a
two month span and challenged
members of the group to.
become more involved with
visitation as well as participation as drivers and group
leaders on the bus.
. At the conclusion of the short
business session, Mrs. Kay
Outland served a dessert course
to those in attendance: Mrs.
Betty Sledd, Mrs. Sue Cathay,
Mr. Mike Casteel, Mr. Li).
Cathey, Mrs. Wilma Billington,
Mrs. Nancy Cathey„ Mrs. Sara
Johnson, Mrs. Jane Rogers,
Mrs. Verna Horning, Mrs.
Barbara Chilcutt, and Mrs.

June Cunningham.

Wesson-Lassiter
Vows Solemnized—
Mr. and Mrs. Grady H.
Wesson of New Concord, allflounce the marriage of their
daughter, Mary Ellen, to Phillip
David Lassiter, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James D. L.assiter.
The ceremony was performed
on Friday, October 12, at five
p.m. by Bro. Gerald Owen at
the Sugar Creek Baptist
Church.

Ave.
The devotion, given by Mrs.
Max Farley, was taken from

Ecclesiastes 3-11. Each
member answered the roll call
by naming her flivorite
Halloween costume used as a

reminded everyone of the Area
Day meeting to be held Oct. 23
in the Student Union Ballroom,
with Joe Creason as the
speaker. The dates for, other
meetings in the month
October were given as follows:

1. 1kl
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TBIRTHSj

l'or and about

WARD GIRL

BOHANNON GIRL

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Darrell
Cassie Renee is the name
Ward of 4 Mohawk Drive, chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Princeton, are the parents of a Bohannon of Benton Route
baby girl, Alison Marie, Three for their baby girl,
weighing seven pounds six weighing seven pounds four
ounces, born on Friday, October ounces, born on Monday.
Oc5, at the hospital at Princeton. tober 15, at 2:15 p.m. at the
The new father is financial Murray-Calloway County
analyst with IT & T at Prin- Hospital.
ceton.
They have another daughter,
Grandparents are Mr. and Cindy, age ten. The father is
Mrs. Joe Pat Ward of Murray employed at Pennwalt at
and Mr. and Mrs. Richard Calvert City.
Brown of Princeton.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Bohannon and Mr, and
OVERBEY BOY
Mrs.
James Griffith, all of
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Overbey
of Murray Route Eight an- Gilbertsville Route One.
nounce the birth of a baby boy,
Jimmy Dale, Jr., weighing six
pounds 11% ounces, born on
Wednesday, October 17, at 9:24
Fun dessert
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
A flavorful dessert can be
County Hospital.
made quickly and easily by
The new father is employed at
shredding two unpeeled eating
Taylor Motors, Inc.
apples Into one cup of pine__Grandparents are Lawrence
apple juice, adding one cup of
Overbey of.Murray Route Two, tiny marshmallows and onehalf cup of shredded coconut..
Mrs. Ralph Morris of Murray
Serve in sherbet or fruit
Route Eight, and Mr. arid Mrs.
disheswitbplain vanilla
Glen Eldridge of Murray Route
wafers..
Five.

Slacks.
Mrs. Robert Hendon and Mrs.
Prentice Dunn brought a
number of quilts to be
displayed, and Mrs. Hendon
gave the history of quilt
making.
Mrs. Roy Hanoi& -and- Mrs.
Jack Wilson showed beautiful
dried arrangements they had
made from wild flowers and
weeds. Mrs. Hancock also
displayed some handmade gifts
that she saw demonstrated at a
recent Craft Lesson.
Mrs. Leon Adams read the
landscapenotes on the care of
lawns in the fall and also
mentioned that now is the time,
waile the colors are bright, to
0,-it the trees and shrubs for

next year's planting.
One visitor was present, Mrs.
Kathy Clabaugh. At the close of
the meeting Mrs. Wilson and
Mrs. Adams, the co-hostess,
served delicious Pound Cake
and Coffee.
The next regular meeting will
be Nov. 12, in the home of Mrs.
Leon Adams, 803 Sunny Land.
Mrs. Prentice Dunn will be the
co-hostesses.

WATER WEIGHT
PROBLEM?
us'

E-LIM
Excess water in the body can
be uncomfortable. E-fild will
help you lose excess water
weight. We at HOLLAND
DRUG STORE recorrunend it.

Only $1.50

A
LESS THAN
1952
YET TODAY'S GENERAL ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR OFFERS NEARLY
TWICE THE CAPACITY AND CONVENIENCE IN THE SAME SPACE
WITHOUT REMODFLING COST!

GORHAM

1952
10.6 Cu. Ft.

Sterling

SOLD FOR ABOUT

$5095°
Model NH-10J

,•
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•

•C

•

for a limited time only

save 20%
ON ALL OPEN STOCK`
OF FAMOUS
GORHAM STERLING
Now is the time to add to your collection
or give a gift of a Iitertere-bt Gorham Sterling.
Save 20% on each piece — whether you
buy a single teaspoon, o serving piece, or
a ploce-setting.

special set savings!

save,Lom%
on a set purchase of Service-for-Eight!
What a fabulous way to start your
collection of Gorham Sterling! And, you
moy choose from 24 Gorham Original
Designs Imogene, you con save up to 30%
on the purchcge of a set of 8 Teaspoons,
8 Place Knives, 8 Place Forks, and
ri
u01 SoIasi Ferk
`

I
Lindsey s-Jew4F
y—
Court Square

Murray, Ky.

comParet
' i952

20$
tab% feet

66- tut%
301/2"
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24:1%s
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slams*
Ice
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CNN
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GOOD SERVICE
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raw*
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•

Good Service — Low Finance Charge
90 Days Same As Cash

_
utraTAppliance

212 E-Mail
Murm,Ky.

John Simmons,
Howard Coy, Owners

Ph6ne 753-186
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ir'• By Anthony Harrigan

Sensing The News

How Much Future Shock?
•

LOS ANGELES, Calif.—For
future shock, no part of the
United States equals the Los
Angeles area. It is an impacted
area in every sense—in terms of
population, social pressures and
tensions. The Los Angeles area
Is what some observers regard
as the emergent American
civilisation with no social
regularity or pattern but with
impermanence built-in.

--

EVERETT, WASH., HERALD: "When one finds
shoddy merchandise or mediocre service in the
marketplace today he is inclined to long for 'the good
old da'ys' when men were proud of their craftsmanship. But wait. Before he makes comparisons
of today's quality with the way it used to be he ought
to remember the textiles which shrank, the tires
which blew out after low mileage, plastics which
were brittle and foods which had to be prepared
from scratch in the home. Automobiles weren't
recalled in the good old days because if defects were
found they_w_ere Considered the responsibility of the
buyer, not the manufacturer. Time dims the
'memory of unpleasant things but it is quite likely
there was just as much good-and-bad for sale in
earlier years as there is now."

There's no denying that the
lifestyle that has emerged in
this area is radically different
from the old, settled and stable
patterns of life in this country.

Funny Funny World

BELTON, TEXAS, JOURNAL AND BELL
COUNTY DEMOCRAT: "In the face of all the
current food shortages, many people in Washington
still favor curtailment of production, bit subsidies,
price supports, etc. We simple-minded folk say to let
things alone for a while and see if the law of supply
and demand will work again, like it used to."

111/1.01•••••

WEST CHESTER,PA.,LOCAL NEWS:"A reader
who has reason to be concerned inquires: What has
happened to those days when a man could protect his
very life and property without fearing arrest by an
officer of the law who must be more cohcerned with
protecting the•lawbreaker than the victim? Where
are the so-called 'equal rights' ofdthe victim? Good
question." -

taw

/14 PEOPLE ARE STAKM6 TO TALK'
CONTAGIOUS HABIT

HOUGHTON, MICH., MINING , GAZETTE:
"Quite a few people are fed up with environmental
horror stories and would prefer to hear something
about the progress that is being made toward
correcting pollution problems. Our nation has licked
tough problems in the past by releasing a broadside
of initiative, research and development—things that
have been rich attributes of the American
character... we should....show....more faith in this
character."

Ten Years Ago Today
A grass and woods fire was brought under control
near Faxon School yesterday in about two hours
with a large number of persons assisting.
Ken Wingert has been promoted to industrial
engineering supervisor at the Murray Divison of the
Tappan Company, according to Robert Wyman
general manager.
Albert Blakemore Trousdale of Paris, Term., age
56, brother of Mrs. Nell Robbins of-Murray, died
yeiterday.
Dr. W. Frank Steely, history professor at Murray
State College, has been named chairman of the
United Nations Day observance in Murray on October 24.

Bible Thought For Today
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was
with God, and the Word was God.—John 1:1.
We use words to give expression to our ideas and
thoughts. Jesus Christ came to express the will of
God and reveal the Father's love.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr. _
to borrow money you may be refused
because it is in short supply. If you get out to borrow
trouble there is always somebody who will oblige
you—which is to say that the trouble with trouble
is
that there is more than enough of it to go around.
"Man is born into trouble, as the
If you ask

sparks fly upward."
—Job V, 7, c
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Budgetary outlook good
It probably has slipped the
memory of most Americans that
the biggest flap in Washington
during the first three months of
this year was the so-called battle
of the budget during which the
President and Congress were eyeball to eyeball with neither blinking.
In subsequent Months the
drama of the presidential impoundment of funds appropriated
by Congress and his vetoes of inflationary bills was overshadowed
in the news when Watergate burst
Upon the national scene like a skyrocket.
Now fall is upon the United
States of America. Watergate is
receding deeper into the pages of

the daily newspapers and we have
come bick to the beginning otthe
circle. The annual autumnal bud-4i,
get showdown again is upon Congress, three months after the be-

Twenty Years Ago Today
The Calloway County Health Center will have its
dedication ceremony on October 25. Staff members
are Dr. J.A. Outland, director, Mrs. Virginia Dixon,
R.N., nurse, J.A. Colson, sanitarian, Miss Dela
Outland, clerk, Mrs. Rosezella Outland, rigistrar,
Miss Virginia Moore, deputy registrar, and
Mrs. Mariorie Barnett, health educator.
Mrs. A.L. Platt, age 70, died October 21 at her
home in Hazel.
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, governor of Rotary District
233, paid his official visit to the Murray Rotary Club
yesterday at the regular meeting held at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "Take Me To,
Town," starring Ann Sheridan and Sterling Hayden.

marked
ephemeraliam
or
temporariness to the area's
economy which, over several
decades, has been based on the
motion picture industry and the
airframe and space industries.
In the latter, work often is
conducted on a project basis.
Therefore, employment fluctuates wildly with goverirent
contracts.
Workers
and
executives have to accustom
themselves to frequent job
changes.
The unsettled quality of life in
this area, including the personal
pressures associated with rapid

ginning of the fiscal year last July
1. Few appear to have noticed that
the mood has changed.
Scarcely noticed in the din of
Watergate during the last half
year was President Nixon's estimate that this year's budget just
might be in balance if only the
Congress shows a little restraint.
At the beginning of 1973 it appeared that the budget deficit
could be some 814 billion.
Three factors are now responsible for the better outlook. First,
federal revenue has been far be-

yond expectation because of
booming business and substantial
inflation. Secondly, President
Nixon was firm in his determination that the federal budget should
be balanced. Finally, he convinced Congress that he meant
business by his vetoes and by impounding funds.
Once convinced, the majority in
Congress has, on the whole, behaved responsibly. It is approving
funds that are essential, such as
defense, but appears to be holding
the line reasonably on programs
that can wait. .
Quite as important are procedures that will finally give Congress a comprehensive picture of
all of its appropriations each
year. These procedures are included in
that appear to be

ready for introduction.
Finally, the offer by Roy L. Ash,
director of the Office of Budget
and Management to work more
closely with Congress in next
year's preparation budget — and
Congress' acceptance cannot help
but reduce fiscal confrontations,
particularly in nonpartisan areas.
The improved budgetary outlook comes in the nick of time.
Economists are expecting a business slowdown next year which
will reduce federal revenue.
Who knows? Once the budget is
balanced, the habit may become
contagious.

'MARYLAND TRADITION'

Open bidding needed
When the Watergate episode began to unfold with a vengeance,
the clamor for federal legislation
to sanitiag,the American political
process was substantial. The reaction, among. other things, was
formation of Sen. Ervin's committee on campaign practices and
numerous other committees and
grand juries, all dedicated to pursuing the matter in great detail.
In many respects, the Agnew
affair also burst upon the public
with equal force, and well it
should because the former vice
president's problem involved a
long story of malfeasance by officials and businessnien.
So far, there is a Strange silence
in Maryland and in Wishinigibn
about what Mr. Agnew deactibed
as a "Maryland tradition." There
has been no rush to deny that the
so-called "tradjtion" of taking
money from engineers and con-

. 711_ actors.in-retbrif forpFefetetftlail "
:treatment is in fact accepted in
the Free State.
• Things in Maryland may get
worse before they get better. The
federal grand jury which forced
Mr. Agnew to resign is said to be
pursuing the facts that it has ac-

quired concerning kickbacks and
preferential treatmipt in Maryland to the bitter end. Many more
officials and contractors may
eventually be involved.
Americans should applaud the
diligence of the grand jury and the
effectiveness of the American judicial process. We should also
recognize, however, that more
than a federal effort is needed to
get to the bottom of Maryland corruption. The antidote to corruption must reach to the causes as
well as to the symptoms.
The minimum prescription, it
would appear, would include laws
requiring open competitive bid-

ding for public works contracts
and ironclad requirements for,
disclosure by public officials of
political contributions.
To the extent that it can happen
elsewhere, Maryland's political
con: trod isgo"—forigef its
business. ft is a iiitioaaLutoblem
and, until it is cleaned up, the
"Maryland tradition" will generate the same sort of public suspicion of government that is characterized by Watergate and
"dirty tricks."

change, has had its effect on
attitudes
towards
many
relationships.
Outside observers, noting the
fragmentation of families, have
concluded that what they see in
Los Angeles is an accurate
image of the American future.
A number of writers have appeared who have chosen to
regard
themselves
as
futurologists. They insist- that ----we are in the midst of a vast-national upheaval.
Alvin Toffler, writing in the
July issue of Encounter
(London), expresses a point of
view characteristic of the new
breed of futurologists. He says
that we are in the first stage of

"a

bursting__

wave

of

revolutionary change" and that
the new order "will have different family institutions,
different values." He declares
that "instead of relationships
lasting a long time, they grow
more temporary with every
fleeting day." He makes the
dramatic—perhaps
melodramatic—declaration that "until
seriously
we
tackle
the task of reconstructing our
society, its family system, its
economic and technological
institutions, and above all its
political machinery, we shall be
forced to live Ins society that is
out of control."
That is a very questibnable
thesis. In the first place, future
shock, if one wants to call it
that, is limited to relative small
areas and numbers of people, as
in the Los Angeles.nalit- Argt
within such areas many people
manage to carve out a social
and psychological niche for
themselves which protects
them from shock. The intense
pressure zones in American life
aren't very numerous. They
don't necessarily provide a
The following story appeared in the current issue of the preview of the future. On the
perimeter of the hectic Los
Agricultural Education magazine. It was mitten by Carman
Parks, vocations/ agriculture teacher at Calloway County High Angeles area, for example, are
many quiet communities where
School. The Wide is rePnated..as follows:
the pace of life—and the life
rvr.r.rw-mr-w-mninr.r."-V-vrIrmonr-W-wWWWIre
,
,
11 11,
WV.0
,
....V.P.P.W•Mr.rm,values—are fully within the
normal range.
t. A part-time enterprise in retirement b•.
Across the nation, scores of
came a larger learning experience which
millions of Americans live in
contributed to the community.
communities where the social
order has not collapsed and
----..where there is considerable
In 1938 when I began teaching ag- permanence in all departments
riculture the thinking was that agricul- of life. The pace of change in
ture teachers should guide the students countless communities is within
who enrolled in their classes in the di- limits that people can accept
having
their
rection of production agriculture wheth- without
er they were on the secondary level or equilibrium destroyed.
Futurologists such as Mr.
adult level. Agriculture teachers didn't ,
Toffler tend to look at the
suspect that future needi'thight be
special problem areas and
what different.
As years passed changes began to forget the vastly larger and
Carman Parks
more numerous areas where
take place. Many teachers were hesitant
to accept the challenge of change; consequently they were traditional patterns of family
life and personal behavior are
doing a less effective job of educating.
adequate to contemporary
Fortunately as the need of change became more appar- needs.
Indeed the danger in the
ent, teachers accepted the challenge as will be revealed by
writings of the futurologists is
the following example. "John" enrolled in my adult farmer that they persuade
people that
class because he was invited to do so by a regular member existing systems
don't work,
who wished him to meet the other farmers and the agri- that traditioeal moral
stanculture teacher. Mr. John Morgan was a retired Air Force dards aren't operative and;
colonel who was new in the community. He and his wife, therefore, that established
Pat, had bought a small tract of land on which they had
codes and rules need not—
built' a beautiful house. They wanted to do more than "just
perhaps should not—be obeyed.
live" on the farm. Being-capable people who enjoyed good
After all, it is only a short step
health, they wished to make the most of their opportunities. from saying that traditional
Neither had been "farm oriented" prior to John's service family structures are obsolete
to saying that an obsolescent
years.
structure
should not be
John, having little knowledge of farming and wishing
to grow beef cattle, presented to me the challenge to change. regarded as valid or binding.
Futurology, in short, then
What could I do for Pat and John? First, additional land
becomes a convenient excuse
was needed to support a beef animal enterprise. Nearby
a for misbehavior or lack of
forty-five acre tract of land had been abused and abandoned
responsibility.
but with proper preparation it would be suitable
for beef
In summary, it is important
cattle.
to study the impacted areas of
The challenge was met and John bought the land, our country where the social
cleared undesirable growth, and repaired run-down
fences. order is most fragmented and
With the help of the ASCS, a pond was built. With
where values are endangered.
the help
of the agriculture teacher, John limed, fertilized,
But one should not leap to the
and seeded
the land to a permanent pasture. The land
conclusion that in viewing these
responded to
treatment and soon was ready for cattle. Beef
areas one has seen the future of
cattle with
America. The durability of
calves and a good bull were purchased. The Morgans were
traditional values and social
on their way to a successful enterprise, enjoying life, and
structures is much greater than
making some extra money while they were retired.
the futurologists like to admit.
Caring for a small herd of beef cattle didn't take all of
John and Pat's time. Pat became interested in growing
a
...c. Sew•
vegetable garden. Hearing about the new horticulture pro,
ri
4 I
'NI 4..nceiw I
&nc '
h. Att.e...,C....no,
gram and greenhouses, John and Pat decided to
add a small
greenhouse to their operation. Both operations began
to
grow. Additional land was purchased and extra
help was
needed in the greenhouse. This created opportuniti
es to hire
women in the community who were otherwise_
unemployed,
enabling them to earn extra money. Ro-di 'operations
were
proving to be profitable.
Again more land was bought, some of which
was woodland from which timber was sold. Another
greenhouse and
an expansion of the beef herd resulted.
The structures of the
greenhouses necessitated little investment;
however, the return was great.
This entire operation began -six years
ago. John has
never missed a class sessibn. Now John,
and Pat own and
operate eight hundred and fifty, acres
of land, have one
hundred head of beef cattle, and are:
Of course you would.
producing bedding
You work hard. And you're good
plants and landscape plant materials in
four greenhouses.
alit. Like most Americans.
The Morgans enjoy their work saving
life. They have time
if allus,d,i4jost a
fdr N"geatiorit, Thit Mr'
Tifetidi: arid
to
littre better, we'd wind
_• .
. _
realty- enjoy living.
up wiTh 1?e!!Pi,4,
I believe that our vocational programs
K'SIU:ctlii!x
will continue to
services a even more tsta:
expand and improve, and it behooves
the agriculture teacher
pride in the work we do.
to prepare himself so that he may
render a service to all the
Anterka.-It only works
people in the community where he lives
and teaches. Today
we hear, not production agriculture
as well as we do.
exclusively, but career
education with emphasis on agribusines
s, natural resources,
and environmental occupation.
SIGNS, BUMPER STICKERS, GRAFFITI, ETC.
Sign in a Long Beach aircraft plant: "Those who are
underpaid will be the last to be fired."
A bikini shop in San Diego: "IF NOTHING DOESN'T
SUCCEED, TRY NEXT TO NOTHING."
The Crema, Italy, Cathedrdl has a sign at the entrance
which warns: "Entrance refused to ladies with bare arms
and gentlemen in knickers." English tourists break up.
Knickers is a British word for ladies' underpanties.
Bumper sticker on a camper in Englewood. N.J. showed
an American flag with the legend, "These colors don't
run." Somebody came along and scribbled, "Be careful
we don't fade away."
Some road signs in the state of Ceara. Brazil, have been
ordered taken down because the government believes
they
are detrimental. They include: "Don't drive Plastered
,"
"Not everyone wants to go to hell," "Don't make the Devil
your co-pilot," and "Don't die
today—the world is too
beautiful."
The Niesen-Kulm hotel, atop a Swiss precipice, took
cognizance of the varying Alpine skills of its guests with
this sign: "Don't leave the path to pick flowers, you risk
a
fail or glide which may result in temporary death."
The St. James Hotel-in London adverriseh: "Continen
tal
Breakfast for groups is served in the bedrooms."

Teaching Adults
In Retirement

Al...............in...I1.41.411,....
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Acid-Treated Corn Is Good Cattle Feed

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

rfeet on
many

FOR WEDNESDAY,OCTOBER 24, 1973
Look in the section in which the going is tricky and there are
your birthday comes and find obstacles which cannot be
what your outlook is, according overlooked.
to the stars.
PISCES _
ARIES
erkA ( Feb. 20
20)
20)
21
to
Apr.
(Mar.
energy could
A
of
surge
new
t
Your judgment somewha
carry you far along the road to
"cloudy" now - especially
success and recognition. But be
when it comes to financial
sure of your goals. Don't go off
-raany
urge
Avoid
matters.
•
ts.
' speculate:- Your guesses are- onatengen
likely to be wrong.
YOU BORN =UV: Your
TAURUS
outstanding trait is perr,-4 Apr. 21 to May 21)
' Under a good Venus aspect,
is
inventiveness
your
heightened. Give your creative
ideas the "full treatment."
They should work out well.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
A good day for "pulling
strings" Persons of influence
will be highly amenable should
you need their help.
CANCER
(June 22 to July n) et)
If you have doubts or uncertainties about launching a
certain project, it would be well
to heed. Try to find the underlying reasons for hesitancy.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 2.3)
Curb tendencies toward
combativeness. You can be
your independent self without
being arrogant - and you'll
gain more.
VIRGO
LA.
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Despite a few obstacles,
many benefits and new means
of attainment are indicated.
Especially favored: romance,
travel, family Interests. • LIBRA
11-ri
(Sept. 24 to Oct 23) —
Some pressures possible.
Don't try to bluff your way out
of situations but face up to
them. You'll.not only get better
results but those in authority
will be impressed.
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by
backed
severance,
dispassionate reasoning and a
desire to see all things well with
all peoples. You can move
mountains with this ardor and
faith! You abhor,contention,
quibbling; are generous,
shrewd, do not waste time with
picayune thoughts. You are
suited to positions of trust. Keep
your integrity intact: You
normally use fair tactics and
expect the same from all.
Harmony is your big keyword.
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Sikhs object
to helmet law
Sikhs,
Motorcycle-riding
resplendent in turbans, demonstrated against a new law
making crash helmets cornpulsory in England's -West
Midlands area.
The Sikhs say their religion
requires them to wear turbans and they cannot wear
crash helmets as well. -CNS

'Hunted' organ's
mystery is solved
An electranic organ at the
Royal Naval Air Station's
chapel in Somerset, England,
would play notes when no one
was near it - but never on
Sunday.
An investigation showed
that beams from the station's
revolving radar scanners
were picked up by components in the organ, producing
the notes, except on Sunday,
when the scanners were
switched off. An anti-interference deVrce has now been attached to the organ. - CNS

•
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SCORPIO
r
'
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) in'elti
An analytical look at your
position may indicate some new
avenues to pursue. Keep an
easy yet alert eye on future
moves. Taper off in late hours to
relax.
SAGITTARIUS
) Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
If expanding operations,
proceed cautiously. Consider all
facets, trends. You are usually
at your best when going forward, but at times you MUST
stand and wait.

was equal to or better than dry
cora...The treated corn alsa,was
fed successfully in self-feeders,
but it was necessary to make
sure the ration did not cake and
fail to feed down properly.
Several commercial products
are available for treating corn,
the UK animal scientists point
but. Most of the products contain propionic acid, ammonium
iso-butyrate or a combination of
these chemicals. The amount
needed depends on the moisture
content of the grain, but the
manufacturer's recommendations should-be followed.
The cost of acid treatment
varies, but appears to be

similar to regular drying costs.
The main disadvantages of acid
preservation are that treated
grain cannot be moved through
regular marketing channelsand that the acid is corrosive to
bins and equipment.
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CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
This is a day in which you
could fall prey to schemers if
not alert. Do not be fearful, but
DO make every effort to get to
the truth of all matters.
AQUARIUS
(Jan 21 to Feb. 19)
Act swiftly if conditions seem
right, but proceed slowly where
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Countin' calories? Don't count up...
count down to new Sugar-Free Diet

•

Pepsi-Cola. It's the lowest in calories of
the leading diet colas...only one lonely
calorie in 12 ounces! But when we took
out the calories, we didn't take out the
flavor.
This is the first sugar-free cola
with enough flavor to wear the name
Pepsi. So if you're countin'
calories, count all the way down
to 1 with new Sugar-Free Diet
Pepsi!
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matching engagement
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Perfect diamonds,
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guaranteed and
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East Side of Square
Downtown Murray

For a limited time, Regular Diet
Pepsi with sugar and Sugar-Free
Diet Pepsi may be available in this
and neighboring areas. Please read
package:We-ling carefully.
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CO., PADUCAH, KY. UNDER
BOYLE° BY THE PADUZAH BOTTLING
r

APPOINTMENT FROM Peps•Co., INC., PURCHASE, N.Y.
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Tilghman, Bishop David Tally
Perfect Scores In Prep Poll
Bx BOB COOPER .
Associated Press Sports Writer
Paducah Tilghman and Louise Bishop Davtd'potledper
feet scores and Paris increased
its strength today as they remained the leaders in Kentucky's three classes of high
school football.
The dozen members of the
Associated Press panel of
sportswriters and sportscasters
gave all of their first place
votes to Bishop David in Class
AAA and Tilghman in Class
AA.
Both are undefeated and untied.
Paris, also with all victories
in nine games this season, drew
only four of the 12 first place
votes, but increased its
strength by six points from last
week, when the Greyhounds
also were No. 1 in Class A.
Points are awarded on the
basis of five for a first place
vote, four tor second and so on.
Paris had three votes for second, two for third and two for
fifth.
Also gaining stature was
Class A No. 2 rated Glasgow,
winner of seven in a row after
losing to Bowling Green in the
second game of the season. The
Scotties picked up 10 points this
week.
In the three clasiev, no teams
were either added to or
dropped from the top fives, although there was some minor
JUMPING FOR JOY-Oakland A's catcher Ray Fosse a.), Sal Basdo,left, aml pitcher Darold
Knowles join in a wild embrace after the A's beat the New York Mets, 5-2, to
ids*eft second consecutive World Series.The A's woo the seventh and final game at Oakland,Call.
(AP Wirephoto)

Cronin Expected Toltep Down
As President Of League Today
By JOE MOOSHIL
Associated Press Sports Writer CHICAGO AP - Joe Cronin, whose 14-year reign as
president of the American
League included broad and
sweeping changes, is expected
to step aside in favor of Lee
MacPhail today at a meeting of

league owners
Cronin, 67, has two years to
go on his present term, but will
finish the commitment as
chairman of the board of the
American League with MacPhail gradually assuming the
duties of presiaent.
MacPhail, former general
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HOMECOMING
Delicious Ryan Boiled Custard
: for Murray State Homecoming
ds.

parties!
Get it at your favorite grocery Thursday,
or from your route salesman.

manager of the Baltimore Orioles, currently holds a similar
role with the New York Yankees.
Cronin became the American
League's fourth president in
1959 when he succeeded the late
Will. Harridge.
During his term as president,
the American League expanded
to 12 teams, eventually split
into two divisions and early this
year adopted the controversial
designated hitter rule.
League owners two years ago
voted a resolution ordering Cronin to hire an administrative
assistant who would be capable
of replacing the league president but Cronin made no such
move.
"I don't know if it's up or
down," said Cronin recently
when asked if he would step
down as league president. "We
haven't come to any conclusion.
"When they extended my
contract through 1975, it was
with the understanding that I
would give up the job when
they found a qualified successor. .Nobody's been selected
yet."
Apparently, the league owners have decided on MacPhail,
son of the legendary Larry
MacPhail who owned the Cincinnati Reds, New York Yankees and Brooklyn Dodgers and
introduced night baseball in the
major leagues at Cincinnati.
MacPhail admitted talk that
he would replace Cronin "has
been going around for a long
time. If and when the job is
open and if it were to be offered to me, I would certainly
have to consider it."
Cronin has had every dreamable success in the game. He
was the AL's most valuable
player in 1930 with the Washington Senators. Ile was named
player-manager in 1933 and led
the team to a pennant.
A year later he was traded to
the Boston Red Sox for Lyn
Lart and $250,000-the highest
price ever paid for a player at
the time. He managed the Red
Sex through 1947, including a
pennant in 1946 and in 1948 he
was named the team's general
manager.
Cronin was voted into the
Hall of Fame in 1956 and three
year* later took over the
league's presidency.

• UNILINDALE N.,Y. (AP
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Ryan Milk Co.
Murray, Ky.

open their second season in the
National Hockey League on
home ice Oct. 13 against the
Philadelphia Flyers at the Nassau Coliseum on Long Island.
The tit'am will play 39 borne
games.

Simpson On
Crutches; To
Play Next Game
BUFFALO
AP) - O.J.
Simpson of the Buffalo Bills,
the National Football League's
leading rusher was hobbling
around on crutches Monday,
but it was nothing new.
"I'm bowlegged and I've always had trouble with my an-,
kles." said the Bills' running
back. "I remember I had this
in college and they thought I
was through for the year. But
played the next game."
And Simpson is expected to
play the next game for the
Bills, too, a Monday night affair against Kansas City in
Rich Stadium here.
Simpson sprained his ankle
Sunday on a six-yard first-down
sweep in the fourth quarter in
the Bills' 27-6 loss to the Miami
Dolphins.
"1 thought I broke. the ankle
at first because I couldn't put
any weight on it," Simpson said
Monday. "It was X-rayed last
night and I just soaked it today."
The X ray showed there were
no broken bones, he said.

shuffling among those below son, fourth last week, and Centhe three No: 1 teams.
tral, fifth in the preceding poll,
In Class A, Glasgow rose wound up in a tie for fourth
from fourth to second, Rich- place,-both-a-distailL 22 points
mond Madison slipped from a behind No. 3 St. Xavier.
second place tie to third, Trigg
Except for Tilghman, no
County inched up from fifth to team in Class AA was menfourth and Louisa fell from a tioned on all 12 ballots. Bryan
second place tie to fifth.
'station came closest with 10
The only change in Class AA votes while both Dixie Heights
rankings was a swap between and Madisonvillt had nine.
Dixie Heights and Boyd County,
Dixie moving up to fourth and
PlYndC1
1:=,ftrnas Jeffer-

BOWLING
STANDINGS
MURRAY AJBC
Bantam League
Team
Ding Bats
3
25
Thunderbirds
8
20
Top Cats
16 12
Corvette Conquerors
16 12
Go Getters
14 14
Strikeouts
14 14
Road Runners
11 17
Tornadoes
10 18
Cougars
9 19
Colts
5 23
High Ind. Game (SC)
Steve Thomas
138
David Story
137
Jeff Reed
13.4
Jeff Reed
132
David Story
130
High Ind Game (SC)
Steve Thomas
180
Terry Thomas
/80
Laura Scott
175
Michael Pitman
174
David Story
164
Jeff Reed
164
High Ind Series (SC)
David Story
380
Eric Story
362
Jeff Reed
361
Tammy Hutson
355
Steve Thomas
338
High Ind Series INC/
Terry Thomas
497
Laura Scott
iff)41
Steve-Thomas
464
David Story
44.1
Tammy Hutson
460
Michael Pitman
452
Jeff Reed
451
High Average
Eric Story
130
David Story
115
Billy Smith
114
Jeff Reed
112
Dan Hargrove
107
Tammy Hutson
105
Mark West
105
Robin Roberts
103
Stan Bone
100
Steve Thomas
100

Paris and Trigg County were
listed on all but one ballot each
in Class A while Glasgow and
Madison gut-some mention on
10 of the 12.
Bishop-David, Trinity and St.
Xavier, 1-2-3 in Class AAA,
were on all 12 ballots, with
Trinity being listed as second
on 10 of them and St. Xavier
picked third on eight.

Vikings Expect Rams To
Rely On The Short Pass
By PAT THOMPSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
BLOOMINGTON, Minn.(API
- Since Steve Spurrier and Roman Gabriel had such success
with it, the Minnesota Vikings
sxpect John Hadl to use the
'pick and peck" offense
against them Sunday.
Pick and peck9
You have to play pick and
peck when you play the Vikings," said Mike McCormack,
coach of the Philadelphia
Eagles who lost_ 28-21 to Minnesota Sunday. "You play to
get those second-and-four situations."
In other words, the Vikings
expect Nadi and the Los Angeles Rams to rely on the short
passes to move downfield in
Sunday's game between the National Football League's only
two undefeated teams at Minnesota's Metropolitan Stadium.
Minnesota's zone defense
allowed Spurrier 31 completions
but the Vikes still defeated the
San Francisco 49ers 17-13. Gabriel completed 23 passes for
the Eagles Sunday, but the Vikings won their sixth straight
regular season game.
The average gain per completion was less than 10 yards.
"It's a long way downfield on

those short patterns," said Viking Coach Bud Grant, who feels
his defense can come up with
an interception, a quarterback
sack or fumble recovery to stop
the conservative attacks.
The Vikings operate on the
theory of protecting against the
bomb and playing the run ol•
short passes as they develop.
"We have played well enough
to win," said safety Paul
Krause. -"But I don't think we
can beat the Rams unless we
play better football than we
have."
•
Hadl and Harold Jackson, his
game-breaking receiver,
present a big challenge to the
Viking defense. As the No. 1 .
passer in the National Conference, Hadl has been intercepted
only twice in 93 attempts.
Hadl has completed 60 passes
for 961 yards and 13 touchdowns. Jackson has scored nine
touchdowns, grabbing four
scoring passes in a 37-31 victory over Dallas.
That's impressive picking
and pecking.
'The Rams are for real,"
said Grant. -They have an excellent team that is at the top
of its game. I think our squad
will be impressed with the
Rams more than any team
we've faced so far."
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Pro Football
At A Glance
NFL
American Conernce
Eastern Division
W. L. 1Miami
5 1 0 .833
Buffalo
4 2 0 667
Baltimore
2 4 0 333
New Eng
240.333
NY Jets
4 0 .333
Central Division
Pittsburgh
5 1 0 1133
Cincinnati
4 7 0 667
Cleveland
4 2 0 667
Houston
.0 6 0 000
Western Division
Kan. City
3 2 1 583
Oakland
3 2 1 583
Denver
2 3 1
417
San Diego
1 5 0 .167
National Conference
Eastern Division
Washington
5 1 0 833.
Dallas
4 2 0 662
St Louis
2 4 0 333
NY Giants
1 4 1
250
Philadelphia
1 4
250
Central Division
Minnesota
6 0 0 1 000
Green Bay
2 2 2 500
Detroit
1 .1 1
250
Chicago
1 5 0 167
Western Division
Los Ange*s
6 0 0 1.000
Atlanta
1_3_0 500
San Francisco
3 3 0 500
New Orleans
2 4 0 333
All Times EST
Monday's Game
Oakland 23, Denver 23, tie
Sunday, Oct.''za
Dallas at Philadelphia, 1 p
Denver at New York Jets, 1
m
Green Bay at Detroit, 1 p m.
Miami at New England, 1
m
San Diego at Cleveland, 1
pm
Houston at Chicago, 7 pm
Los Angeles at Minnesota, 4New

York

Giants

Specializing in.-.
• Checkups & maintenance
• Surgery & transplants
• Intake & exhaust therapy
• Face-lifts & scar removal
• Road allergies & rejuvenation
Doc Datsun, the service manager, has a
whole staff of Datsun specialists. You'll
find them in our Datsun service center,
ready and able to serve you.
They're graduates of one of Datsun's
full-time service training schools. They
know everything there is to know about
every Datsun. And they go back to school
periodically to find out more.
The parts they prescribe are pure
Datsun- factory built to do the best job.

Doc Datsun's creed• Honest, courteous, considerate
treatment
• Speedy, accurate diagnosis
• Road-tested repairs
• Fair prices
Give your hard-working Datsun a break.
Let Doc Datsun check it out for happier,
safer driving this season.
See the Striall Car Expert today.

St. St,

a fanfilltiff7KrTger-To m.
t New Orleans,
WaShingtOn
7 p m
Atlanta at San Francisco. 4
m
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh, 4
Pin) •
Monday. Oct. n
. Kansas City at Buffalo, 9

Open Evenings

fe

7:00

By HE
Associated

Here is this week's AP Kentucky High School football poll,
with first place votes in parentheses and point totals on the
for a first plat'S
basis of
vote, four for second, etc.:
CLASS AAA
1. Bishop David ( 12i
60
2. Trinity
46
3. St. Xavier
36
4. Central
14
4. Thomas Jefferson
14
Others: Pleasure Ridge Park
4; Valley 3; Atherton and Seneca 2.
CLASS AA
I. Tilghman (12)
60
2. Bryan Station
33
3. Madisonville
26
4. Dixie Heights
23
5. Boyd County
16
Others: Lafayette 10; Somerset 6; Danville 3; Tates Creek
and Union County 2.
CLASS A
1. Paris (4)
40
2. Glasgow (4)
35
3... Madison
27
4, Trigg County (1)
26
5. Louisa (3)
.
-24
Others: Frankfort 11; Anderson County, Lynch and Todd
Central 4; Beechwood and
Tompkinsville 2; Mount Sterling

MURRAY DATSUN
the Small Car Expert,
presents Doc Datsun,
the Small Car Service Expert.
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Top Nine College Teams Hold
On To Positions In NeviiVI

Several Local Persons Place
S
T
R
O
P
In-- Mid-America Horse Show
,
VIURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
ki

Several local people par- Peggy Atkins; fourth, Red Fox,
053
and
e
votes
eight
first-plac
ticipated in the Mid-America Noel Smith; fifth, Mr. Joker,
By HERSCHEL NLSSENSON. points from the 61 sports
trounced WisHorseman's Association, first Tom Bell.
Associated Press Sports Writer writers and broadcasters who points. Michigan
English Pleasure—
consin 35-6 and remained fourth
annual championship horse
voted in this week's poll.
The first nine teams in The
n, Midnight, Nancy
and
vote
Champio
first-place
one
with
Saturday,
and
show held Friday
Runner-up Alabama earned
,
Associated Press college 12 votes for the top spot and 857 points.
October Sand 6, at the 79 Saddle Myers; reserve champion
Laura
football ratings held onto their
Ace,
Born
Penn
picked
American
voters
Four
Tenn.
,
Woodlawn
triumph
Club,
42-21
a
1,042 points for
positions today, but Alabama
The newly formed association Price.
over previously unbeaten Ten- State No. 1 following a 49-6 rout
closed in on top-ranked Ohio nessee that dropped the Vols of Syracuse and the fifth-place
Gaited Pleasure—Third
is made up of horsemen from
State and Nebraska nosed back from 10th place to 14th.
Nittany Lions pulled down 709
DENVER (AP) — The Den- week to practice defending several states competing for place, American Born Ace,
into the Top Ten.
Last week, the margin wail points. Southern California, the ver Broncos, who've died by him, but he came up with championships in their in- Laura Price.
Racking—Rsserve
Open
-defending national champion, the-field goal twice this season,- moves tonight that. we hadn't dividual classes. Ohio State defeated Indiana 1,113-930. a
one."
Traveler, N9e1
great
for
He's
,
before.
seen
629
points
Monday
with
champion
sixth
it
stayed
with
live
to
learned
37-7 Saturday and received 35
wallopThird-place Oklahoma
are the local Smith.
g
Followin
Raider
a
Oregon.
Despite
lopsided
over
-George
decision
a
31-10
Turner
night as the Jim
first-place ballots and 1,126 ed Colorado 34-7 and picked up
Fox Trotting Stake Class—
The other first-place vote and Blanda kicking duel ended in a edge in the final statistics, in winners in their categories:
Country Pleasure-4th place Grand champion, Hesitation,
which Oakland held a 417-216
541 points went to No. 7 Mis- standoff.
Peggy Atkins Bob Atkins.
souri, a 13-9 victor over OklaTurner's third field goal of advantage in total yards, nei- Nodding Jim,
Spiceland.
Bobby
for
riding
to
take
team
ther
appeared
Western Halter—Reserve
homa State.
the second half, a 35-yarder
Fox Trotting Stallions and champion, Poco Dark Joe,
Notre Dame crushed Army with three seconds to play, en- control of the contest.
Champion,
—
Three Raider fumbles kept Geldings
Danny Bazzell; fifth, Goodbye
6*.-3 and received 508 points abled Denver to salvage a 23-23
riding Sam's Gal, Mitchell Stom.
Atkins
Bob
,
Hesitation
life,
new
the
giving
downed
Broncos
State
while Louisiana
tie with the favored Oakland
Two-Year-Old Fox Trotting—
Kentucky 28-21 and earned 402 Raiders in a nationally tele- and Denver turned the trio of for James Puckett; reserve
Lad with Earl Champion, Ginger's Merry Lad,
LAND - BETWEEN - THE April, he said, with another one points.
vised National Football League turnovers into a touchdown and champion, Lucky
Wilson; third, Nodding Jim, Ralph Clark.
two field goals.
LAKES—The participants were planned next fall.
Nebraska, ranked second two game.
Burchfield was optimistic weeks ago, dropped to llth last
as varied as the autumn foBlanda, the 46-year-old marliage Sunday as Western Ken- about the future of the event. week after a 13-12 loss to Mis- vel, also had three successful
tucky's Waterland Fall Bicycle He pointed out that in the first souri. Saturday's 10-9 decision boots, and his final one, from
Races and Tours ended here two years it has been held it over Kansas lifted both teams 49 yards out with 36 seconds
drew more participants than a
with a 20-mile tour.
in the ratings, Nebraska from left, appeared to have won it
similar event in Memphis, Tenn.
from
ranged
ts
Participan
llth to 10th and Kansas from for the Raiders.
cyclists
that
Burchfield added
mothers toting toddlers to serto 17th.
18th
Denver had lost to San Franthe
yearare welcome at the LBL
Kuhn said baseball is on the also says realignment of
NEW YORK ( AP) — It is Ocious-looking cyclists with helArizona State, 12th last week, risco 36-34 and to Kansas City
divisional
said those
He
for
tours.
to
lead
round
could
s
n—perhap
leagues
expansio
mets and full racing gear. Ages
tober 1984. The opening game verge of
coming to the area within the climbed to 11th, followed by 16-14 earlier this season by
involving seven games
ranged from eight to over 50. next few weeks could purchase Houston, UCLA,Tennessee, Tu- fourth-quarter field goals. It of the World Series matches the not immediately, but not before playoffs
five.
such
of
instead
mentioned
He
long.
too
York
underway
got
New
The main tour
one of the jacket patches award- lane, Miami of Ohio, Kansas, looked like more of the same Peking Reds and the
A number of U.S. cities, incities as Toronto, Seattle, New
at 1 p.m. Sunday on the second ed to participants in the races Texas Tech, Texas and Rich- until Charley Johnson moved Yankees.
cluding New Orleans and
day of the event, which fea- apd tours over the weekend.
Preposterous? Not at all, Orleans and Mexico City as
mond.
the Broncos 34 yards on three
Seattle, are building domed
s.
candidate
oner
prime
tured Amateur Bicycle League
Commissi
Last week's Second Ten con- plays to the Raider 28-yard says Baseball
in
oned
stadia. Kuhn would not specuplaying
be
non-sancti
and
to
like
of America
"We'd
Bowie Kuhn.
sisted of Nebraska, Arizona line, setting up Turner's kick.
Toronto right late on when such cities would
and
races Saturday.
City
Mexico
more
expects
he
says
Kuhn
State, UCLA, Houston, Miami
"You can't take anything
now," Kuhn said. "There is no get major league teams, but
Some tour participants left the
of Florida, Colorado, Tulane, away from George's kick," major league expansion in the
.
early
said those two certainly are in
center
n
informatio
reason why not."
north
Kansas, Arizona and Miami of Turner said, "but as soon as he next few years, and he'd like to
no prob- the expansion picture.
virtually
is
for the 20 mile tour, set to end
Travel
the
in
teams
Japanese
Ohio.
hit it we felt we could get it see
Kuhn mentioned the Japanese
at Jenny Wiley Ridge camp
lem. The flying time from
1merican majors right now.
Miami of Florida dropped out right back."
for exporting their
six
than
proclivity
ground. Others took side trips
less
is
Tokyo
to
"It would certainly be pos- Seattle
with a 30-7 loss to Houston, OkThe deadlock dropped the
and some made the round-trip
major league commercial products. "BaseCoast
West
hours.
League,
Pacific
a
have
to
sible
lahoma knocked Colorado out Raiders into a first-place tie
411-mile tour.
By BOB GICEEN
already are flying more ball is one of their big comand Texas Tech handed Ari- with Kansas City in the Ameri- with American teams from the teams
Writer
Golf
All participants in the tour rePeesid
hours to get to the modities and they could spread
five
Associate
zona its first defeat 31-17, oust- can Conference's Western Divi- West Coast and Honolulu, Japa- than
It to the Mainland," he said.
ceived a jacket patch and there
Coast.
LAS VEGAS (AP) — Notes
East
and
Tokyo
like
teams
ing the Wildcats.
sion. Both clubs have 3-2-1 nese
very
is
was special recognition for from the pro golf tournament
baseball
Japanese
and
Taiwan
The Top Twenty, with first- records. Denver stayed in con- Osaka and perhaps
some, including area people. trail.
well developed and well sdpManila.
votes in parentheses, sea- tention with a 2-3-1 mark.
place
"Novel" riders awards went to
have
Two more rich events
ported. A number of American
befar
be
Peking
can
"And,
"We still haven't quite turned
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hinton and joined the list of former tourna- son records and total points.
jor leaguers are playing
ex-ma
oner
commissi
the
Mr. and Mrs. Teddy Mungle of ments on the PGA tour. With Points tabulated on basis of 20- the corner, but we're right at hind?" asked
Japanese teams.
for
reHis
Monday.
interview
an
in
John
Coach
carried
-10-94-7-6-5-4-3-2-1:
the corner," said
Paducah. Both ceuples
the ones that already have gone 18-16-14-12
As far as is known, the sport
and half
young children on their bikes by the boards more than $1 1.0hio State (35i 5-0-0 1,128 Ralston, whose Denver team mark was half in jest
not been introduced in
has
"6-0-0 1,042 never has finished above .500 in serious.
2.Alabama 112)
in specially designed seats.
China, but Taiwan
million in total purses will be
Mainland
berelations
improved
With
s
953
4-0-1
"Tonight'
DorMrs.
ma
8)
3.0klatio
its 14-year history.
Another Paducahan,
program, and
from the 1974 schedule.
extensive
missing
an
has
Mainland
and
West
the
tween
857
6-0-0
4.Michigan iii
game had to be uplifting at this
othey Carlson of the Paducah
are
the
in the Little
entry
casualties
latest
The
Taiwan
the
travel
air
with
6-0-0 709 time. We developed poise and China and
Women's Bicycle Club, was rec5.Penn State (4)
Robinson Open and the
League World Series has won
time,
the
all
g
increasin
speeds
629
5-0-1
back,
coming
ognized as "veteran" rider. $125,000
by
California
confidence
World Titles
one that was balleyhooed as the 6.So.
6-0-0 541 first down 20-17, then down 23- there is no reason why athletic two straight
Eight-year-old Tim Burchfield
7.Missouri 11
the
ader,
the possibilty of
double-he
only
sees
game's
Kuhn
could
youngest
Orient
the
teams from the
of Murray was
5-0-0 508
8.Notre Dame
with three major leagues, the Paoli-,
regularly
compete
participant to finish the 20-mile U.S. Professional Match Play 9.LouLsiana State 6-0-0 402
not
Thompson
Bill
safety
After
ic League plus two others. He
course. He recorded a time of Championship and the compan- 10.Nebraska
5-1-0 300 raced 80 yards with an Oakland Western Hemisphere teams.
two hours ALBA member P. W. ion L&M Open.
6-0-0 283 fumble in the first quarter,
11.Arizona State
L&M,feeling the nation's ecoSt onebraker of Clarksville,
630 280 Denver had to bounce -bawl,
llifouston
on
back
cut
has
Tenn., racordastihe fastest time. nomic pinch,
5-1-0 207 from a 13-7 deficit, too, as
13.UCLA
promotions including some auto
50 minutes, for the course.
5-1-0 148 Blanda kicked two field goals
see
14.Tennes
More than 50 persons partici- racing sponsorships and has 15.Tulane
88 and Mike Siam hauled in an 805-0-0
pated in the organized tour Sun- dropped participation in the
31 yard scoring pass from Ken
6-0-0
Ohio
16.Miarni,
day. The figure was down from match play.
21 Stabler in the second quarter.
4-2,0
17.Kansas
That one, along with the L&M
more than 100 who competed in
20
5-1-0
18.Texas Tech
Stabler and wide receiver
the races Saturday. Riders came Open, carried $200,000 in
16 Fred Biletnikoff picked the
3-2-0
19.Texas
Kansas
as
away
far
as
from
purses.
13 Bronco zone defense to piece&
6-0-0
20.Richrnond
City for the event, sponsored by
The St. Louis Open, which ofOthers receiving votes, listed Stabler hit on 16 of 24 passes
the Tennessee Valley Authority, fered $210,000 this year, will not
Kentucky's Western Wateriand be played next season. The alphabetically: Arizona, Au- for 313 yards and two touchand the Jackson Purchase Greater Milwaukee Open, burn, Colorado, Kent State, downs, and Biletnikoff caught
Miami of Florida, Oklahoma eight of them for 116 yards.
Wheelmen.
worth $130,000 this season al,
"Biletnikoff is fantastic,"
There were only minor cas- most certainly will be dropped. State, Pitt, Southern Methodist
said. "We tried all
Utah.
of
Ralston
days
two
the
during
ualties
Two others are gone. The
bicycling through the area. $150,000 Cleveland Open and the
Some skinned elbows and knees $200,000 National Team Chamwere sustained Saturday and a pionship dropped off the schedfemale rider dropped from her ule this season, just temporarcycle Sunday. She was revived
ily, to make way for the PGA
by a TVA officer and an Army
National Championship and the
reservist.
U.S. Open, respectively. They
BOSTON )AP) — New Eng- breakway at 6:19 of the last pehelped
unit
reserve
The Army
be
back.
won't
Whalers' Coach Ron Ryan riod.
land
club
TVA officials and cycle
"You can't play any better
That's a total of $1,065,000 in praised his defense, offense and
members with the operation of
that has disappeared.
goalie Monday night after his than Smith has played," said
the race and tour. They acted purses
team downed the New York Ryan. "He came in Friday
as guides along the race route
Golden Blades 4-1 in World night when Bruce Landon cut
broand assisted cyclists with
HORSE RACING
his finger and shut out MinHockey Association play.
ken bikes.
LAUREL, Md. — Anono,
nesota for the rest of the game.
Garden
at
Boston
was
game
The
event
the
for
turnout
The
$20:20, scored a upset victory was the only one in the WHA. And, his goals against average
BurchDon
to
good, according
by two-lengths over Return to There was no action in the Na- is under two.
field, an organizer of the race
Reality in the $29,350 Laurel tional Hockey League.
un"Of course our defense, all
and tour. He said plans are
Cup at Laurel Race
"Up front our lines are start- five of them, have played
derway to expand the event. A Turf
ing to come together," Ryan well," Ryan said. "They've
similar program is scheduled in Course.
said of his offense, "We are played as well as at any point
last year."
getting our chances now."
Hugh Harris opened the WhaThe Whalers, WHA defending
champs who are leading the ler scoring with a 35-footer, and
Eastern Division, dominated Paul Hurley followed with one
play, outshooting the Blades 43- from 80 feet.
Brad Selwood's second-period
30 and scoring twice in each of
goal came from 45 feet out The
the first two periods.
The Blades ruined goalie Al Whalers got their last tally on a
Smith's bid for a shutout when power-play rebound by John
Mike Lausthton scored on a French,

Broncos-Salvage 23-23
Tie With Oakland Monday

LBL Bike Eve nts End
With Tour of 20-Miles

Kuhn Foresees Expansion Of
Baseball To Include Orient

Two More Golf
Tournaments
Are Deleted

ree
)

Trot—
Fox
Women's
Champion, Pistol Pete, Kathy
Todd for Barbara Todd;
reserve champion, Red Fox,
Della Mae Smith; fourth, Blue
Man, Barbara Todd.,
Two Gaited Fox Trot—
Champion,Ginger's Merry Lad,
Bobby Spiceland for Ralph
Clark; third, Pistol Pete, Kathy
Todd; fifth Red Fox, Noel
Smith, _
_
Barrell Racing (youth)
Champion, Poco Rose, Bill
Atkins.
Open Barrels—Reserve
champion, Leo's Perfection, Ed
McNiel for J.T. Todd; third,
Poco Rose, Bill Atkins; fifth
Band Time Reed, Peggy Atkins.
Girls Barrels—Reserve
champion, Rind lithe Reed,
Peggy Atkins.
Ladles Western Pleasure—
Fourth, King Putty, Kaye
Bazzell, fifth, Danny Lyn,
Peggy Atkins for Earl Wilson.
Open Poles—Reserve champion, Band Time Reed, Peggy
Atkins.
Men's Western Pleasure —
Champion, Pondeau Pete, Kim
Puckett, fourth, Poco Dar Joe,
Mitchell Stom for Danny
Bazzell.
Figure Fight Speed Race—
Reserve champion, Band Time
Reed, Peggy Atkins; third,
Jim's Stormy Bell, Joe Geurin.
Open Western Pleasure —
Champion, King Putty, Kaye
Bazzell,. third, Pondeau Pete,
Kim Puckett.The officers of the Providence
Saddle club expresped their
thanks to each person frOm this
area for participating and
making-she show a success.

This Time
You Have A
Choice

STEVE
YARBROUG
Murray City Co-until
Ward B

Special Purchase!
ADORCORD
AMBASS
2 + 2 RAYON

RAYON' BELTED -

Whalers Defeat Golden Blades
4-1 In WHA Action Last Night

12/32" Tread Depth
v 78 Series Design

t, Wide 7 Rib Tread

v New Car Whitewall

One Low Price In Each Group

E78-14
F78-14

G78-14
G78-15

9.9"*

H78-14
H78-15

If You Own McCoy,Jones Named
a Pickup... OVC Honor Players
We want to talk to you
about insuring it.
RONNIE
?A/W 210
753-0489
E. Main

INSURANCE

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Mike McCoy of Western Kentucky and Frank Jones of
Morehead State have been
named Ohio Valley Conference
players of the week
Jones copped the offensive
honors and McCoy the defensive honors.
McCoy, a 5-foot-11, 180-pound
senior back from Louisville, ts
the defensive player. He was
credited with 10 tackles,
knocked down four passes and
rituahd (Mc frortte In -the tip
„ ypPers'.35-0 vfcto_ry .Saturday
over Eastgli Kenitiary
Jones, a junior running back,
gained 186 yards in 28 carries
and scored two touchdownsin
Morehead's 23-10 victory over
Tennessee Tech.
He is a 6-foot, 200-pound jun-

ior from Owingsville, Ky.
This week's checklist:
Murray — Don Clayton,
Bruce Farris, Tom Pandolfi,
Charlie Carpenter.
Western Kentucky — Leo
Peckenpaugh; Clarence Jackson; John MacLellan.
Morehead — Dave Schaetzke; Dave Cox; Chuck Steiner.
* Tennessee Tech — Darrell
Robinson.
Eastern Kentucky — Jeff
,Mccarttly; Tim
East Tennessee — Sieve
1 .
fr90%%sPte Ws.)4,..g)L'afirik0118%
^
Reed.
Middle Tennessee — Dwaine
Copeland; Carson Francis
Austin Peay — Mike Elmore;
Ton yWade; Jim Reynolds, Bob
Sizemore.

J78-15
178-15

1295*

* All Tires plus F.E.T. of '2.31 to '3.12

* No Money Down
* 6 Months to Pay
* No Finance Charge
(With Approved Credit)

EWING-TIRE SERVICE- -Phone 753-3164
808 Coldwater Road - Near 5 Points - Murray
:00
Hours: Mon. thru Fri 7:30-5:30 -- Sat. 7:30-5
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Clayton Has Lots Of Things Going For

Fall Is The Ideal Time To
Prepare Tobacco Plant peds
Ted Howard
By TED HOWARD
County Extension Agent
For Agriculture
Fall is an ideal time to
prepare plant beds for next
year's tobacco crop. It probably
seems as though this is too early
to be doing this chore, and plant
bed preparation in the fall
competes with other farm
tasks. However, the advantages
far outweigh the few disadvantages. The basic step in
tobacco production is to have
plenty of healthy, vigorous,
stocky plants ready to transplant early in the spring if high
quality tobacco is. to be
produced. Soil conditions for
plant bed preparation are'
usually better in the fall. There
is usually more open weather
stilted for this task. If you wait
until spring and then heavy
rains arrive, as happened last
spring, it may be very difficult
to prepare a good plant bed. It
could very well take more time
to complete this operation as
well as have bad weather
conditions delay your .entire

tobacco crop next year.
There should be enough plant
bed area prepared to provide at
two pullings the plants needed
for the entire crop. Vigorous,
stocky plants are essential in
getting a good stand. A good
thumb rule to go by is to have 50
yards of bed for each acre of
dark tobacco and 100 yards of
bed for each acre of burley.
The plant bed site should be
located in a well-drained spot
with good fertile soil. Then,
construct a ditch around the
beds to keep away all surface
water. Do not select a spot that
may be subject to overflow.
The best way to control weeds
is to use the methyl bromide
treatment rid the sod temperature should be above 50
degrees. The soil should be
•but not wet, and in good
working condition. Neither heat
nor gas will penetrate wet soil.
It can be too dry and growers in
these areas should wait until
after a good rain to treat with
methyl bromide.
Fall burning also gives

Tuesday. Wednesday .Thursday

DRYCLEANING
SPECIALS!

satisfactory weed control. If
you have material to burn and
adequate labor, you should
complete this chore in the fall.
More and more tobacoo
farmers are leaving the
polyethylene covers in place
over the beds through the
winter to protect the soil from
winter rains and at the same
time conserve soil moisture. If
you follow this procedure, you
can seed the beds in the spring
at almost any time you wish.
Remember, plant
bed
preparation can best be done
when weather conditions are
favorable and with the least
amount of labor in the fall. The
fast growing season gave us a
good indication that starting
with good plants lays the
foundation for a good tobacco
crop.

OCTOBER 20, 1973
ADULTS..94
NURSERY ..4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Marilyn Fay McKinney
and Baby Girl, Route 1, Farmington.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Thelma Lee Chadwick,
106 S. 12th, Murray, Mrs. Ginny
Lee Myers, 1104 College Cts.,
Murray, Mrs. Elaine Burkeen,
Waldrop Tr. Ct., Murray, Mrs.
:Ruth Ann Page, Box 22,
Puryear, Tenn., Jimmy Lynn
Futrell, Route 5, Murray, Mrs.
Sherran Kaye Stevenson and
Baby Boy, Route 9, Benton,
Miss Katrina Norre Webb,
Route 2, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
Carmen Joy Sizemore and Baby
Girl, Route 1, Hardin, Sammie
Morris Sax, Old Country Home,
Rd., Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Mary
Elizabeth BUIL Hamlin, Mrs.
Virginia Louise Nesbitt and
Baby Girl, Route 3, Murray,
Mrs. Elaine Emma Merton,
810 Bagwell, Murray, Mrs. Fay
Wall Turner, 312 N. 8th,
Murray, Brent Humphreys
Newport, Route 1, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Patricia Ann York,
414 S. 10th, Murray, Mrs.
Sandra Parks Turnbow, Route
5, Murray, Claude Smith, Route
3, Murray, Mrs. Lena Mae
Cunningham, 1300 Poplar,
Murray, Mrs. Florence Mae
Houston, Route 3, Murray.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. AP) —•
He's got a voice like a busted
whisky bottle, a songwriting
knack like he was a country
poet, and the kind of patience
that can come when you know
you're good.
Lee Clayton also has something else working for him —
an album that's less than one
month old_ but wasiive years in
the thinking. And it shows.
-I'm kind of from the underground side of Nashville," said
Clayton as he srode along Music Row with a gleeful look that
seemed to say, "Hey, it's about
time somebody noticed me."
"It started with Hank Williams, went to Willie Nelson
and Waylon Jennings, then to
Mickey Newbury and Kris Kristofferson," he said.
"Maybe now it's time for ire
to do something. So, I'm trying
to do it in a way that'll get
some attention."
For the 30-year-old artist,
that "way" means writing
songs that tell you there's more
to this man's music than *tat
often comes from other denimclad long-haired cowboys.
It also means recording an
album, his first, that runs over
with musical direction.
-"1'did it for a reason,.. Clapton said. "I didn't want anybody to pin me down on this
album. I just wanted to let
them know that I can do it all.
There's country, there's some
boogie songs and I've shown I
can also write uptbwn."
Most of the album's cuts
were written by Lee from 3 to 5
years ago, at a time when the
lyrics of the young portrayed a
rugged-and-real side of life often went unnoticed in Nashville's music industry.
Kristofferson put an end to
all that, though. And Clayton
may be starting it in another
direction.
The album, entitled -Lee
Clayton," is masterfully produced and filled with soulful
subtleties that give it a listening flavor unlike that of Clayton's recognized underground
predecessors.
Singer Carly Simon is featured, ever so softly, on "Don't
You Think It's Time to Come
on Home." The album's instrumentation, especially with
the steel pedal and fiddle, are
also laid back in brilliant fashion.
Another
song, "Henry
McCarty," had been chosen for
the movie score of "Pat Garrett and Billy The Kid." But it
was upstaged, in the final moments, by Bob Dylan's "Knocking on Heaven's Door."
Clayton grew up in Texas —
like so many of the younger
singer-pickers who have altered
the path of country music.
"I grew up with my dad pickting Jimmie Rogers' said the

--grew up listening. to.John Lee
Hooker and the blues."

in elusive fashion, will lean In
one direction only.

When he was 16, Lee left his
southwest home and began a
pass-the-hat, on-the-road existence before coming to Tennessee. Through it all, he's
written many songs and says
he's got enough "for four more
albums:4,

"I can't say it's going to be
more country or more pop. It'll
be somewhere in between.
Some of it's new and some of
it's old." The target date is
January.
"I'ni still country," he
"and that's the point. With

eowitry, it's- not the tune, .it
what you say." •
After years of writing songs,
but only a few weeks of recognition behind him, he says:
"Each plateau you get to is a
little harder. They're peaks.
Writing comes a lot harder
now, but invariably the good
ones come quick9 I get 80 per
cent of.the good songs in the
first 20 minutes."

14utit.l4s way. I've kept.
lines in my head for Iwo —ce"--"`"-three years," he added.
Clayton concedes he's waited
a long time for his songs to be
marketable. But his endurance
has paid off with, if nothing
else, some hard-won industry
knowledge: "The difference between an amateur and a professional," he says, "is one hit
song."

The Carriers purchase papers at wholesale . .. then sell to
subscribers on their routes.

If you have any
questions or problems,
Your Carrier will_
be collecting
between Oct 25
through
Oct 30 for the
months of
October ($1.52) and
November
($2.00). He will need
to collect a
total of $3.52.

please contact Mr. Delaney,
753-1916.

ShirtsLaundered

SEE
STANDS

SEE OUR SELECTION OF
MAPLE DINNETTES AND
DINING ROOM:

Central Shopping Center
Open /a.m.-6 p.m. Monday Sat
Phone 753-9084

THIS

OPEN

STOCK

MAPLE

BEDROOM' GROUP

250 Pieces In Stock — Solid Hardwood Construction
9 Different Beds, full or twin size 3 Piece Suites from $164
85
.5 Different — Single — Double — TripI. Dressers — Stock Units
—
Size Chest
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End of Draft Results
In A SupeTior Guard
FRANKFORT, KY.—Adj. the state
by taking water
Gen. Richard L. Frymire, head samples,
and operates a three
of the Kentucky National
week summer camp for
Guard, has stated that the
disadvantaged
boys
in
abolition of the draft has im- Greenville,
Can Frymire said.
proved the quality of the Guard.
"It is probably the best thing
that has ever happened to the
Guard," he added.
During the peak years of the
Vietnamese War the application
list was so lengthy that
recruiters were inclined to
accept those names at the top,
with less allowance made for
proper screening, he said.
Gen. Frymire pointed out that
the roster was so extensive few
Coal contracts totaling about
recent high school graduates $105 million have been awarded
were selected. By the time to 17 suppliers by the Tennessee
their turn came, they were a Valley Authority for more than
few years older.
14 million tons of fuel for three
The general said his men power plants.
have taken an introspective
The contracts cover total
look at their organization since deliveries of about 72,000 tons of
the draft was abolished—an coal a week. This will provide
inspection which has caused the only part of the additional
present Guard to be the "best supplies needed to keep plant
ever."
stockpiles at adequate levels
Because the primary role of this winter, TVA said.
the men is to be combat ready,
Most of the coal will come
Gen. Frymire said the con- from western Kentucky, with
centration is on "dynamic smaller amounts from east
training." He noted that the Tennessee, southwestern
tougher the program is, the Virginia, and east Kentucky.
less likely the men are to leave.
About 95 percent of the coal
After a Guardsman has purchased will be produced
completed his basic and ad- from underground mines,and
vanced training he is placed in a the rest from strip miqe
special unit, such as artillery or operations in east TenaesSee.
armor. He then works at his Reclamation plans requirtid
local armory Saturday and under TVA contract provisions
Sunday of each month in ad- have been reviewed and apdition to 15 days in an Intensive proved for these operations.
summer program each year.
The contracts were awarded
The National Guard publishes from bids opened in August.
much more literature to entice
Coal prices for TVA's eastern
prospective trainees and plants show a further increase
operates en a "buddy system" on these contract awards, TVA
in which a member submits the said. The evaluated cost to TVA
name of a friend to a recruiter, (based on heat content)
who then pays him a visit.
averages 42.3 cents pet million
Gen. Frymire pointed out that Btu for the Kingston coal and
the responsiblity for the 43.4 cents for the John Sevier
nation's security has increased coal. Both are 11 percent above
for the Guard as enlistments in comparable cost averages in
other armed forces we the last group of
contract
tapering off.
awards made in February.
The increased responsibility
has also warranted
an
allocation of renovation funds
for the 40 armories throughout
the state. Gen. Frymire said October 15, 1973
this has resulted in better ADULTS 107
management of resources, men NURSERY 6
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
and equipment.
Mrs. Carmen Joy Sizemore
He added that the Kentucky
National Guard is interested in and Baby Girl, Route 1, Hardin,
hiring women. Although there Mrs. Jimmie Carol Bohannon
are now only seven women in and flaby Girl, Route 3, Benton,
the Guard, Can. Frymire noted Mrs. Virginia Louise Nesbitt
that just as the Marines ad- and Baby Girl, Route 3,
--vertise for a 'few good men,' we Murray.
DISMISSALS
are looking for a few good
John Tharpe, Route 1,
women."
James
The general pointed out that Mansfield, Tenn.,
only a very few positions are Norman Hughes, Route 1,
closed to women, such as ser- Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Martha
vice in combat units. Women Ann Hutchens, Roule_7,
may serve as military police Murray, Miss Martha Dean
and
hold
administrative Thomas, 203 N. 16th St.,
positions and are expected to Murray, Conn Linn Spencer,
Route 4, Murray, Mrs. Mary
attend training camps.
Gen. Frymire added that the Lola Rowe, 11O ½ Elm St.,
Guard is very active in com- Murray.
munity affairs. Last spring the
BOUNCING BABY
Guard raised $100,001 for the
Eleven-month-old Robert
Easter Seal program through
Weir fell 20 feet from a bedvarious projects, he said.
room window onto a concrete
The Guard assists the Ensidewalk at Suffolk. England,
vironmental Protection Agency
and escaped with bruises —
(EPA) in curbing pollution in
CNS

TVA Awards
Contracts
For'Coal

CHILDRENS 'MASK —or
PACK of 50 TRICK or
TREAT BAGS
Your Choice
Only
Choose from many styles
of spine tingling vinyl
masks. Pick up several
packs of individual Trick
or Treat bags. 50 to pack.

12" by 14"
Halloween Bags
K eep your Halloween
candy
longer in
these!

Most Items
Available
In All Big K
Stores

Hospital Report

Flashlight gun with
two interchangable
heads.

HALLOWEEN
GOBLIN
TREATS

18- 5t BOXES MILK DUDS
BRACH'S 2-1B. CANDY CORN
BAG OF 30 BUTTER PIN-CEP
OR BABY RUTH J Fl. BARS
11-0Z. BAGS HERSHEY MINATURES,
MR. GOODBAR, KRACKLE, MILK
CHOCOLATE PEANI ITS JRS.
REECES PEANUT BUT TER CUPS
BAG OF 37 SUGAR DADDY JPS.
150 COUNT BAGS OF BANANA SPLITS,
STRAWBERRY CHEWS, GRAPE WILDS
2-LB. BAG PEANUT BUTTER KISSES
BAG OF 80 SUGAR DADDY NUGGETS

14-Inch
PUMPKIN HAYSTACK

LAMP
1 17

BAG OF 100 FLEERS BUBBLE GUM
BRACH'S 19-0Z. TAFFY BROOMSTICKS
Spooks and goblins come to life on
Halloween with this assortment of
-flame ,retardern c133.1urnies.,.4SizeP
rnedi , lar e.

TALL FALL - Linda Omohundro. 21, sits witti.4alatform
shoes that causes a fall and tore a ligament in her -ankle.

9-9 Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sunday

BAG OF 103 INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED
SWEETHEART TANGY CANDY
BROCK% 1101-COUNT ASSORTfEli? POPS

ng Center
Bel-Air-Shoppi
Limit Quantities
Right

To
We Reserve The
Acres of Free Parking Equal Opportunity Employer

753-8777

Spook your pals with this!
Great for window decoration.
Just plug in electric outlet.

PA
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Scandal Uncovered To Link
--Nixon With Dairy Industry - Pledges for Exchange Favors
WASHINGTON (AP) — New in food-aid shipments, another
evidence has surfaced tying method of government farm
President Nixon to an alleged support.
deal involving a pledge of $2
The Hillings letter noted that
million in campaign money in it was bringing up a "sensitive
exchange for administration fa- political matter," the sources
vors for the dairy industry.
aiicTevickhce iiicreatei 11
Investigative sources said went directly to then-presidenMonday they have obtained a tial chief of staff H. R. Haldeletter addressed to Nixon on man. One source said it isn't
Dec. 16, 1970, reminding hirn of certain whether Nixon read the
the industry's past support and letter or was merely told of its
telling him of the milk produc- contents.
er's need for immediate aid.
The following March, howThe letter was written, the ever, three events took place:
sources said, by Pat Millings of-r
March 22, 1971, the firstthe Associated Milk Producers 810,000 contribution from milk
Inc., the major industry group. producers was secretly delivered to a group of dummy camThe Associated Press has paign committees that later
confirmed the letter's contents turned their holdings over to
from four separate sources.
the Nixon re-election campaign.
The thrust of the letter was
—The following day, Presia request that the President ap- dent Nixon and then-Agriculprove new milk tariffs that the ture Secretary Clifford Hardin
industry was interested in," met at the White House with 16
one source said. "It pointed out spokesmen for the dairy inthat the industry had $2 million dustry.
available for 1972 campaign
—On March 25, Hardin recc.ntributions;
" but continued versed a decision not to grant
aid for the nation's dairy farm- an increase in federal
price
ers was necessary if they were supports for
milk and anto continue their support. .
nounced approval of a 27-centsHillings noted that $135,000 al- per-hundredweight hike in price
ready had gone to 1970 congres- supports,
claiming he had resional candidates who were ceived new economic data.
friends of dairymen, the
The decision was worth besources said.
A month later, when the new tween $500 million and 8700 milNixon budget was announced, lion to the,nttioq's milk producproposed dairy subsidies rose ers, according to an industry
nearly 10 per cent, compared to estimate.
a slight increase for feed-grain
The secret campaign contrisubsidies and a major decrease butions later revealed by The

Washington Post and federal investigators, poured into the
dummy committees and Nixon
campaign coffers for many
months, eventually reaching
more than $400.000.
On Feb. 1, 1872, a Haldeman
aide, Gordon Strachan, wrote a
memo to his boss reporting that
the President's personal attorney and fundraiser, Herbert W.
Kalmbach, "is very concerned
about his involvement in the
milk producers situation." Strachan recommended that Kalmbach be relieved from his assignment "because of the risk
of disclosures."
The milk-funds case was
among
issues
being
investigated by Archibald Cox before he was fired as special
Watergate prosecutor. The investigations now have been
turned over to the Justice Department. But they remain partially blocked by Nixon's orders.

Two Boys Charged In Burni▪ ng
-Death Of A Derelict Saturday

Bickel Receives Award
For Region Association

For the second time in his
career,On-in Bickel, director of
the physical plant at Murray
State University, has won one of
the most coveted awards
glinted by the Southeastern
Region Association of Physical
Plant
Administrators
of
Universities and Colleges.
Known as the "ingenuity
award," the presentation is a
Nixon's orders cover Water-' part of the aSsOciation's exgate matters as well as mate- perience exchange session, to
rial and tapes relating to the which all members are asked to
milk funds, ITT and Ellsberg bring "any gimmicks or
burglary investigations.
gadgets" which they or their
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Federal State Market News
Service October 23, 1973
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 443 Est. 700
Barrows and Gilts steady Sows
50 cents higher.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 43.25-43.50
US -4-3-200440 _Wit,. 42.75-43.
LiG-1154US 34 nano lba,, 41.7542.21
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Police are intensifying
patrols to try to cut down on
weekend traffic deaths, which
Commissioner Ron Johnson
says have been "abnormally
high" this year.
Johnson said there have been
16 non-holiday weekends this
year with at least 10 traffic
deaths reported, including
people who died on the weekend of injuries from earlier accidents.
Last weekend, 13 died on
Kentucky's highways. There
have been 934 highway fatalities altogether this year, 22
more than were recorded
through this time last year.
"If we could figure out why,
then we would know what to do
about it," Johnson said, but he
added there is no apparent pattern in the accidents.
He said state police post commanders around the state have
been directed to select danger
points and intensify patrols in
those areas as manpower permits.
Johnson said a similar effort
proved effective last summer
on U.S. 60 between Lexington
and Versailles.

Purchase Area
Hog Market

UV ABNER

WON g

4

employees have developed and
found helpful in everyday
operations.
Bickel won the honor this year
during the group's annual
meeting at Appalachian State
University, Boone, N.C. with a
working model of a portable and
collapsible stage developed
under his direction and now in
regular use at Murray State.
The trophy, first awarded by
1959, is an eight-inch-tall, oldfashion outdoor toilet mounted
on a 12-inch shaft approximately two inches in
diameter.
It
must
be
prominently displayed in
Bickel's office for one year.
"It's the greatest conversation piece I have ever had
in the office," Bickel said,
contemplating the use of a
recorded message to explain its
purpose and background to
visitors.
Bickel first won the trophy in
1965, while director of the
physical plant at Troy State
University, Troy, Ala., for his
development of a device
designed to prevent students
from removing dormitory
window screens.
Two others also have won the
award twice in its 14-year
existence: Horde Rice, former
director of the physical plant at
Morehead State University, and
M.R. Rowland, last year's
winner, at North Carolina
University.

Police Investigate
Beverly Hills Club
Robbery, Newport
NEWPORT, Ky. API — Police in northern Kentucky and
Cincinnati today searched for
two bandits Who robbed Newport's plush Beverly Hills nightclub of -thousands of dollars."
Suburban Southgate and Fort
Thomas police said seven employes were bound and gagged
by the ski-masked robbers. Six
of the employes were struck
with pistols.
•
The men, described as "tall
and muscular" broke into the
club around 5:30 a.m. Monday
and captured three workmen
there for remodeling.
As employes arrived, they
were bound, gagged and struck
if they resisted.
Bookkeeper Mrs. Charlotte
Doming, 58, said the gunmen
forced her to open two safes.
"There were all the receipts
taken in Sunday night. It was
supposed to have been our best
night ever," she said.
Police said the gunmen knew
their way around the club and
where the safes were located.
The men escaped about four
hours after the break-in taking
Mrs. Dorning's 1965 auto.
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10 percent off all Returned
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SEE WHAT Mary Kay Cosmetics
can do for you!! Call Sonya
Futrell 753-4505 for a complimentary facial.
ANYONE FINDING A UFO
down, we will furnish the paint
free to paint it, Hughes Paint
Store.

State Police
"hying To Cut
Traffic Deaths

THE PHANTOM

'THE
OCTOPUS

Tributes Pour
In-For Casals

PRIM—WINNING GIMMICK: Orrin' Bleier, &meter of the physical plant at Murray State
University, displays the scale model of a portable and collapsible stage which has won for him the
"Ingenuity award" of the Southeastern Region Association of Physical Plant Administrators of
Universities and Colleges recently at the group's fall meeting at Boone, N.C. The "trophy," which is
to be displayed in his office for one year, is at the right.

Before Cox's dismissal Saturday, Nixon ordered that no
more subpoenas be issued for
White House documents and
tape recordings, and Acting
Atty. Gen. Robert H. Bork said
Monday he planned to adhere
"exactly to President Nixon's
directives_"

I THINK HE'S
BEGINNING TO
MELLOW
WiTH AGE

Spratling suffered only minor
By ERIC SHARP
injuries. Scales died in a hospiAssociated Press Writer
MIAMI, Fla. ( API — Three tal 10 hours later.
Officers said one boy was on
boys, two 13 and one 12, have
been charged with first-degree a weekend pass from the Kendmurder in the death of a derel- all Youth Home where he was
ict who was doused with lighter serving a sentence for burglary
and possession of barbituates.
fluid and set afire.
Officers said the boys, whose He was returned to the home.
names were withheld, admitted The other boys were sent to the
setting fire to Charles Scales, Dade County 1fauth Hall, police
38, as he Slept Off a wine drank
Three weeks ago in Boston, a
behind an abandoned building
young woman was killed by
Saturday night.
The boys also were charged youths who forced her to soak
Monday with two counts of as- herself with gasoline then set
sault with intent to commit her afire.
murder for setting fire to two
other men, officers said. Police
said they knew of a fourth man
assaulted by the trio...........
Police gave this account of
the incident:
SAN JUAN, P.R. (API —
The boys, all of whom have
long records of vandalism, lar- Tributes poured in today acceny, burglary, robbery and claiming the greatness of Pablo
narcotics possession, bought or Casals, the cellist and humanistole several cans of lighter tarian who died Monday at 96.
He was to be buried this
fluid from a neighborhood
afternoon in a black granite
store.
Their first victim was a cat. vault less than a block from his
They soaked the animal with home.
Casals, who for the last 35
lighter fluid and then watched
it burn to death, A short time years used his musical talents
later therset fire to an uniden- in a protest against tyranny
tified drunk who managed to and a campaign for peacc-1 died
beat out the flames and shuffle after three weeks in Auxilio
away.
Jutuo Hospital. He was hospiThe boys then wandered talized after a heart seizure,
down the street to a restaurant, but doctors said he also sufwhere they tossed lighter fluid fered from chronic bronchitis, a
on J.B. Blackburn. 50, as he kidney failure and circulatory
left a back door. Blackburn ailments.
said the youngsters threw a
He was the foremost cellist of
lighted match at him and fled the 20th century and a superdown an alley as he pulled off lative performer into his 80s. In
his shirt and beat out the recent years he won new honflames.
ors as a conductor. He was a
The youths next entered an source of inspiration to the mualley where Emmett Spratling, sicians with whom he worked
53, was lying on a discarded every summer at the Marlboro,
table top and Scales was sleep- Vt., music colony.
ing on a bench.
Officers said Spratling told
them he and Scales had been
drinking wine and had settled
down to sleep when they were
attacked.
The boys set both men afire
and ran away. Spratling managed to beat out the flames
that flared round his head, but
by the time Scales woke and
rushed out of the alley, his
Montgomery Ward
clothing and large sections of
1203 Chestnut
flesh had been burned.
Sails, Wednesday only
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4.4119.tPlanit'S
THE DAY AFTER—Elliot Richardson, who resigned his post as
Attorney General togs with his dogs along a private road to his
home after picking up the morning papers. Richardson lives In
McLean, Va., a Washington suburb.
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle
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ACROSS
3 Conformable
4 Ready money
1 Physician
5 Inquire
(collar]
6 Fragments
4 Frolic
7 Roman official
9 Sick
8 Rockfish
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language
or more nations
13 Stage whisper
10 Meadlow
14 Born
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fish
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21
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33 Quarrel
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34 Compass point
Germany
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45 Falsehood
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The family of Herbert Hargis
wishes to take this opportunity to
express our appreciation to the
many friends for the many
kindnesses shown us during his
illness and death.
The Family of Herbert
Hargis

We wish to express our - deep
appreciation and many thanks to
our neighbors on Coles Campground Road, our many friends,
our relatives, and ow- employers
for all their help, understanding,
and generosities shown to us
when our home was partially
destroyed by fire on October 1.
And,special thanks to each of the
volunteer firemen of the MurrayCalloway Rescue Squad who
answered our call for help.
The Robert Baker Family

-4. in-MemoryIn loving memory of W.C.
"Chess" Wilkins who left us one
year ago, October 23, 1972.
His life is a beautiful memory, his
absence a silent grief,
He sleeps in God's beautiful
garde-11.i° tetlainShine of perfect
He left us a wontiertul memory, a
sorrow' to great to be told,
But to us voli))ribte bblvd Euld lost
him, his memory Nvwee
hold.
Sadly missed by wife,
children and grandchildren.

DOG
Ontain
'

of'
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ClosSilled Ad-1531111-6
49. Used Can & Trucks

Another View

S. Log And Found

51,

51. Swims Offered

FURNITURE STRIPPING &
REFINISHING &
FIREBIRD-I970. Excellent JERRY'S
A-FARMALL Tractor with plow,
Antiques, The Barn, 5 miles
6 miles
FOUND PUPPY, female, part TWO AIR conditioners; 100 gal. disc and cultivator. Excellent
condition. Good tires. Air. Phone Custom Built Furniture,
West of Murray on Hwy. 94. Dan
641.
Hwy.
on
Calloway
Murray
1654
at
of
Found
collie.
South
Butane gas tank; metal cabinet. condition. Phone 753-1795 before
753-4759.
McDaniel, owner. 753Phone 753-0001
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492- 7499.
Phone 753.7851.
5:00 p.m. or 901-247-3775 after
November 6C
TFC
PONTIAC-1965 LeMans Sports 8837.
RCA PORTABLE stereo and 5:30 p.m.
Coupe, 327, V8 automatic, air
cabinet. Also twin size mattress
SCARBOROUGH PLUMING &
6. Help Wanted
FARM WAGON with grain bad,
conditioned, bucket seats. One
and springs. Phone 436-5410
tank Electric Complete pump repair
on
septic
FREE
ESTIMATE
price $275.00. Phone 7534NO.
owner. Phone 753-4891
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC service. Let us check your old
CONCERNED ABOUT your
Melrose
1201
SALE,.
CARPORT
- -pump for yotr befbre you buy-a
n
schoot!-Ear
tn
child's progress
6th FORD TRACTOR 9-N. Plow,
new one. 24 hour emergency
Service,
REPAIR
your own set of the World Book Drive, 9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.,
JOHN'S
door,
four
BUICK-1967 LaSabre,
disc, cultivator, mower. Sell
service. Phone 753and
-roofing
-electrical
Encyclopedias, designed to aid street past Murray High. Clothes, together or seiparate. Phone 901Plumbing
air, power steering and brakes.
odds
October30C
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or 5543.
all students. We train you in household Items and other
$300.00. Phone 753-0525.
2324347.
and
ends.
TFC
753-7625 nights.
selling world books, highly
LYNN WARNER, backhoe and
recommended, largest selling
amFORD- 1970 one ton dual wheels FURNITURE stripping (3 x 8 gavel. Phone 474encyclopedias. Work full or part ONE FENDER Hammen
V8 motor with new grain bed. foot Vats) and complete chair 2713.
RCA
October29C
time for generous commission. plifier, 3100 series. One
Burton's Service Station, Lynn- caning service. The Olde Shoppe
Custom 200 MUSIC LESSONS, band inWrite Mgr., P.O. Box 436, microphone. One
ville, Kentucky 382-9114.
head. One Univox electric guitar. struments, piano, guitar
next to the Dairy Queen. Call 753- EXPERIENCED ROOFER will
Princeton, Ky. 42445.
November 6C roof house and furnish shingles
One 1971 Kawasaki 350, in ex- beginner violin. Phone 7S38240.
November SC
R.N., L.P.N., registered lab cellent condition. Phone 753-0686 1470.
CHEVELLE-1968 SS396, over
for $19.00 a square. Also will do
450 H.P. Body and motor ex- B.C. CONSTRUCTION. Complete patch jobs. Phone 753-6569
technician needed immediately. between 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
GIBSON LES Paul electric
cellent. Will take motorcycle in basements, foundations, patios,
Inquire at personnel office at
ow Obi U LPa 011-4• nem •••••••.,
C1973 by WAN halm.•
trade. $2800.00 invested over last sidewalks, driveways, retaining GARAGE BUILDING, aluminum
Community Hospital, Mayfield, FIREWOOD, CUT to order guitar, 8 months old, just like
new, $400.00. Ampeg V-2 amPhone 436-5591.
year, asking $1800.00. Phone 753- walls, etc. Septic tank in- siding, carports and additions.
Kentucky. Phone 247-5211.
plifier, 9 months old, $700.00.
"TH15 LEAK YOU'RE REPORTIKI6, LADY. IS IT
9699.
Now is the time to build. Call
stallations, 437-4734 or 437bedroom suite. Phone 753-0223.
RELIABLE AND UNIMPEACHABLE
PIECE
A
THREE
FROM
COMING
Mayfield 247-7672.
Collect
October23C
wanted.
4765.
FEMALE SALES hejp
SOURCE?
FORD-1965, extra nice. With
Also little girl's clothes size 2, 3
Mature individual required.
power steering and air conTUNING -repairand 4. Phone 436-5439.
PIANO
Ample salary. Apply in person to
ROY HAFtMON finish carpenter. DOZER SERVICE D-6 cater Prompt- expert serditioning. Phone 753-8168.
rebuilding.
&
Store Manager, Murray Home
building and remodeling. Pillar. Phone 75.1-9007.
Custom
75326" BOY'S bicycle. Plailne
vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
Auto.
a tops
JEEP-FOUR wheel drive, five Houses trimmed-formic
5447 after 5:00 p.m.
W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky.
work- WILL DO ironing in my home.
doors-Quality
and
TFC
curtains.
side
all
tires,
good
Phone 7534911.
TFC Phone 753-9629
753-0790.
Phone
rnanship.
miniature
ED
REGISTER
AKC
HOUSEKEEPER WANTED
$395.00. Phone 436-5570.
CLEAN UP shop, near Midway.
ONE OF the finer things of life8 months old.
male,
schnauzer,
three days per week, 8:30 a.m.Phone
Rent
751.5311.
Blue Lustre carpet cleaner.
23. Exterminating
Tenn - WILL KEEP children in my
Phone 753-1748.
4:30 p.m. Prefer lady with
FORD EXPLORER-1969, V8, TIMBER-L011tiE on
$1.00.
electric shampooer
home. phone .753_7765.
Springville,
1,
Route
Lake,
Tucky
running
transportation. Phone 753-1275.
straight shift, excellent
Western Auto, home of "Wishing KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
complete
build
will
Tennessee,
condition and appearance. Phone
3L Want To
Well Gift Shop."
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
:fireplaces, starting at only? ASPHALT Driveways, and
TWO ENGLISH setters, 90 per 753-6935.
HELP WANTED
you
13th Street. "Every day
Breeding: Fascias
$695.00. Selection of stones parking lots sealed, professional
white,
cent
Cashier or waitress, night
CLOTHES, FOR sale, good delay lets bugs have their way." 200 TO 300 acres of land for corn and Koom Kan, ICC registered.
available. Satisfaction finishing. Estimates freely
north
on
767-4453
or beans. Preferrably
EXTRA CLEAN 1967 Plymouth, guaranteed. Phone 901-593condition, cheap. Call
shift, part time. Apply in
given. Phone collect 247753-7787.
Call
and west side of Murray. Phone
Fury III, four door, hardtop, 3534.
after 5:00 pm.
person to
TFC 2423.
November 6P
FOR THE best in pest control
492-861? after 5:00 p.m
power and air, new tires, bronze
Long John Silvers
call
German
ED
control
termite
REGISTER
and
ARC
service
black vinyl top, black in- SIGNS PAINTED.Phone 438-217
711 S. 12th St.
MOBILE HOMES underpenned Superior Exterminating Com, shepherd puppies. Phone 437- with
Call 753-7619 or 753-0525. after 5:00 p.m.
terior.
Phone 753-3938 or 753-5461
4322.
pany. 753-7266
32. Apartments For Rent
NIGHT ATTENDANT wanted for
AURTHER SEED wheat, $6.00
FORD-1969 four door sedan, WILL DO trash and brush per bushel. Contact Bobby
coin laundry. Janitorial duties. CLEAN CARPETS the save and
steering,
power
, Route 1, Aim° or can 753air,
Mohler
automatic,
Ideal for retired person. Apply at safe way with Blue Lustre. Rent
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
new tires. Phone 753-6322.
TFC eon
Boone Laundry & Cleaners, 605 electric shampooer $1.00. Kwik- BATTERIES $895 to $14.95. Any $140.00. Unfurnished $120.00.
753-6130.
Main Street, Murray, Kentucky. Pik Market, Five Points.
car, discount to dealers. Atomic Located at Embassy Apart- WIDE LOTS on U.S. 641, south of
Batteries, 401 North 4th. Murray ments. Available now. Phone 753- Murray, for your new home or DODGE-1961 (Phoenix), very
Blue
its
try.
November 5C 4331.
buy...give
GOOD
A
November SC mobile home. Call owner 753- clean. Phone 753-3516 after 5:00
753-1572.
YORK 'SPRING Co, Route 3
023C p.m.
0774_
carpet
favorite
Murray is accepting applications Lustre America's
ShopBelaire
K,
through
Big
now
shampoo.
sale,
FENCE
at
FALL
person
in
Call
.
for employment
November 26. For free estimate
York Spring Co, Route 3, Murray, ping Center.
SHORES-Large
KENIANA
Call Larry Lyles at Sears, 753Kentucky.
wooded lots for $25 down & $25
GOOD USED green carpet, 45 2310.
and TRUCK
FURNISHED SLEEPING room per month-All utilities including
square yards. Phone 753-4713.
with bath and, refrigerator, water-L.ake access-All weather
private entrance. Also adjustable streets. 'Phone. 436-5320 or 436ALUMINUM
CONCRETE STEPPING stones
October 27C
dress form for sale. Phone 753- 2473.
WILL SELL or lease service
FORD VAN-1966, new tires and
SIDING
and concrete splash blocks.
1394
Phone 753-1751
station and repair shop in Murray Lumber Company, 104
209 So 7th Street
mags,tape player. $500.00. Phone
Monty.
Coldwater. Phone 489-2215.
for
ask
753-7738,
"Bring Your Radiator By"
Maple Street.
Maintenance Free - No
More Painting
V8,
STORY Aite,two bedroom CHEVROLET 1 968,
EI,TONE FAGTOB.Y.... fresh
-We cover all wood. It will
1.16.16.14.
UNFURNISHED
house, den, carpted, electric automatic transmission, inhearing aid batteries for all make
Cut 30 per-cent off your
Available
college.
the
near
lame
stove,
conand
good
refrigerator
Real
heat,
sulated topper.
heat bill.
INSURANCE!! HOMEOWN- hearing aids. Wallis Drugs.
1. Phone 713-2=7.
utility house. Lot 100' x 180'. dition. $1600.00. Phone 753-5576
ERS, farmowners, mobile
$15,500.00. Phone 753-7489,_ 753- after 4:00 p.m.
homes, automobiles, low rates,
50' x 80' Metal Building on lot 80' x 169'. 12' x 20'
FOUR ROOM house with two car 8640 or collect 395-4643.
.excellent claim service. See us
office, 1 restroom finished, l unfinished, 3
garage and yard. Stove,
before you buy. Galloway In- G.E. RECORD player and stereo
overhead doors, ample parking. Perfect for most
refrigerator and air' conditioner
surance & Realty, phone 753sale. Lay away for Christmas
Gas or electric heat. NEW COTTAGE 20' x 24', ;A mile MURPHY'S CLOSE out prices on
furnished.
any buisness. Just a few feet from 4th Street.
October25C now. Model V-211, Regular
5842.
from lake. Water, lights and
11111111111111111111111111 Five room house, stove and
vehicles
recreational
1973
Street being paved now. Possession 90 days.
all
$18.95-sale price $16.88. Model
remainder rimmed.Gas hest sewerage. Phone or write H.G.
Wheel
Fifth
27'
or
Foster, 436-2404, Route 1, New Example.
V-639, Regular $34.95-sale prim A BUSINESS without a sign is a Two
Trailer:6sleeper, self contained
I Concord, Kentucky.
ii
-i-;;;
s
WEusir
$24-88. Model V-936, Regular rsign of no business. Hanna Sign nidiefT
$4,330 20' MotorHome 6 sleeper
TFC
$55.95-sale price $44.88. Model Company,753-8346
each. Located in Now Concord.
APPROXIMATELY 10 acres, V-946, Regular $59.95-sale price
TWO BEDROOM house, bath, Chevrolet chassis, self contained
Phone 4364374.
non tillable land, five or six miles $47.88. Model T-361, Regular
carpeted, stove, refrigerator, air $7,836. These are just two of the
must go. No
492-8837
Phone
from Murray.
$79.95-sale price $59.88. Roby
111111111111111111p conditioner. Located on 2 acre many units that
lot, one mile from Kentucky trade ins at these low, low prices.
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Sales, Highway 68, Benton, MOBILE HOME, 12' x 55', two
Lake $10,000.00. Phone 753-0489 Sale starts Friday September 28.
November2C bedrooms, carpeted, air conKentucky.
unfurnished.
house,
BEDROOM
3
Open 7 days a week through
or
ditioned, duo-matic washer,
7534417.
October.
DOG HOUSE, medium or large PRACTICALLY NEW Maytag utility house, storm windows, $75.00 per month. In Coldwater.
size. Phone 436-5417 after 6:00 washer, wringer type, $75.00 complete furnishings including For information phone 489-2637. THREE BEDROOM brick home, Murphy's Camper Sales di Serp.m
central heat and air, four acres. vice "Your complete RV
linens, dishes, etc. $3900.00.
cash. Phone 436-2404.
2 miles east on 94. Phone 753- Headquarters" Hwy 62 east,
1
3/
Phone 753-7489, 753-8640 or collect
Dawson Road, Princeton, Ky.
884IL
WANT TO BUY 60 acres or more EARLY MORNING Heater wood 395-4643.
October29C
365-5082.
22-FIRST calf Charolias cross
of tillable land with or without stove $35.00. Two Captains chairs
heifers. 100 head young white
bouse. Phone 762-2557.
$15.00 and two bunk beds $20.00. FOR SALE OR RENT- 10' x 50', faced cows, calving now. 25
Call 436-2289.
two bedroom trailer, electric choice Angus cows, calving now. 1972 YAMAHA NM, excellent
heat and air conditioned. Phone 25 Holstein hereford cross cows, condition. Take over payments LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
1962 Chevrolet Having trouble getting those otIc
HOUSE FULL of furniture, good 492-8892 after 7:00 p.m.
calving now. Phone Vienna, 642.00 monthly.
condition. Reason for selling,
Illinois days 618-658-7203. or transmission and motor, $100.00. jobs done? Free estimate. No job
bought mobile home. Phone 753- 1972 DOUBLE wide. Living, nights 618-6564301.
Phone 489-2560.
to small. Phone 7535807 or may be seen at 403 South dining rooms, den, three
October24C
0605.
Street.
12th
bedrooms, two baths, utility,
central air. 102 Riviera Courts,
CERAMIC TILE repair work.
STARTING Wednesday, October 24,
753-9627.
Repair or remodeling, also
27
thru Saturday, October
shower doors and tub enclosures.
N -O - T - I - C - E
November 10C
TWO 10' wide nice two bedroom
Call 474-2263.
With This Advertisement
City of Murray property taxes are due. A ten per cent
trailers. One 8' wide, would make
tax
(10 per cent) penalty will be added to all unpaid
a nice office trailer. Located at
FOR ALL your additionsbills.ti2yember 1. October 31 is the last day to avoid the
Off ALL
Hale's Lock Shop & Trailer
yd.
sq.
per
/
remodeling, residential or
50
City
the
of
office
the
at
penalty. Taxes are payable
Court, phone 753-5980.
commercial. New or old. Free,
is
Clerk in the City Hall Building. The Clerk's office
$599., yd
TFC
estimates. Call 753-6172.
open each Saturday in October from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00
Noon.
$399 sq. yd
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service
TFC
Off
Paris,642-6551.
AIR CONDITIONER, 10,000
Phone
Ydsti
25;Per
BTU, 1973 Fedders model.
SEAMLESS GUTTERS. Baked
$225.00. Phone 767-4745
on enamel finish, guaranteed 30
*
AD
THIS
BRING
*
years. For free detailed estimate.
Library
MSU
Rentals
- Across From
29. Mobile Home
phone Atkins Gutter Service,
-4478
Days-753-6199 Nights
NEW MOBILE home, two
Murray, 753-6407 or 753-8992.
We still have a limited number of openings for students,
bedrooms. all electric, carpeted.
ages Pi to school age.
$50.00 deposit. $125.00 month.
GUTTERING BY Sears Sears
n 7 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.,5 days a week ( Monday thru Friday)
Water furnished. Phone 753-2377
seamless gutters. installed per
Breakfast-Het Lunches-Afternoon Snack
or 753-8921.
your specifications. Call Larry
Planned Learning Programs
Lyles at 753-310 for free
TFC
FOX MEADOWS and Coach
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-6 p.m. estimate
Parks.
Home
Mobile
Estates
Sat 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
ULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
Closed
Small parks. Superior acalso bank gravel, fill dirt and
commodations. Residential area
Sunday
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8136,
South 16th Street, 753-3855.
or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
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COMPLETE RADIATOR and
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Shag & Sculptured Carpet

UNIVERSITY DAY CARE CENTER

ECU MAC ladar Yea

niernory , a
to be told,
'elbedand lost
iry
MU
Ised by • wile,
andchildren.

OVER 600 IN STOCK

WE INVITE CONTRACTORS
TO CHECK OUR PRICES!
See Our New Showroom

Monday & Wednesday
Country Ham, Sausage orSteak 1 10' WIDE trailer, electric heat,
eget-Dent conAitkip Dilfs Trailer
Os Sontc Of
RDA IP.
.rlr,.17-d:
entrance. Phone 753-1551 or
KentuCkysitirgeti fiiscuiPS2930.
I HO Price-25'eal
TWO BEDROOM trailer. Oil or
electric heat. Water and storage
building furnished. $65.00 per
month. Phone 489-2513

No Waiting

Tuxedo Rental
after
ye'
by

DISCOUNT
CARPET CENTER

Sopth 4th St. _Murray,Ky.
(In 014 Ice Plant Building
•

l

I ,

jp ,-----.
0 ..1' . . .
...,

CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
earn deaned. rhaie•Canso:

ii
4....•:.,. e,
Ph-One753;4686Cr

4

"There's a lot o good food at the
TRIANGLE INN
Take along a sackful

GO TO THE COLLEGE SHOP

Formal Wear Headquarters

Mrs. Jack (Milly) Ward, Operator

emory of W.C.
who left us one
er 23, 1972.
tiful memory, his
. grief,
God's beautiful
Inshine,of perfect

Carpet
-

•• , 4
•• Ir., ,.;
•
OOP
•

UMW 4.11-1X0.

7„c

TIMBEFT-LODGF of Tenn'rocky lake, Route I. Springville,
Tennessee will do your stone
work. Large selections of stone,
TFC
Phone 901-593-3534.

THE

/1 SHOP COI.J1
(Apos,s_ from MSU Library)
Phone 753-3242

214 Na 15th Street

PA
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.....Deaths and Funerals
Luther.*Stevens,
Native Of Hazel,
Dies At Paducah
Luther Walter Stevens of 216
Jackson Street, Paducah,
native of Hazel, died Sunday at
three a.m. at his home. He was
89 years of age. .
The deceased was a retired
machinist for Burlington
Railroad and was a member of
the Church of Christ. Born in
Hazel on March 29, 1864, he was
the son of the late Dave and
Eliza Agent Stevens, He was
married in 1901 to the former
Sarah Frances Green who
survives.
Mr Stevens is surtfved by his
wife; one daughter, Mrs, Vera
Ealey of Paris, Tenn.; two sons,
William F. Stevens of Paducah
and Everette L. Stevens of
Tampa, Fla.; sixteen grandchildren; sixteen great grandchildren; one great great
grandchild.
Funeral services will be held
today at two p.m. at the
McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris,
Tenn., with burial to follow in
the New Liberty Cemetery.

Mrs Matheny's
Daughter Dies At
Dearborn, Mich.
Mrs. Iris Adams Lively of
Dearborn, Mich., age 66, died
this morning at two o'clock at
Dearborn.
Survivors are 'her husband,
William Lively of Dearborn,
Mich.; mother, Mrs. Cordie
Stevens Mather's( of Murray
Route Four; two sisters, Mrs.
Estelle Dulaney of Murray
Route Four and Mrs. Elizabeth
Bailey of Orange County, Calif.;
four aunts, Mrs. Charlie Adams
of Murray Route Seven, Mrs.
Gertrude Grant of Detroit,
Mich., Mrs. Alma Stokes and
Mrs. Edna McFteynolds, both of
Murray.
The body is being returned to
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home in Murray, but funeral
arrangements are incomplete.

Father Of Murray
Woman Drowns At
Savannah, Tenn.
Miner Lee Griffin, Jr., of
Savannah, Tenn., father of Mrs.
Terry Mullins of Murray,
drowned Friday in a boating
accident on the Tennessee
River north of Savannah.
Griffin, age 46, and his wife
were fishing in a boat when he
fell from the boat, according to
a spokesman at the Shackelford
Funeral Home, Savannah,
Tenn. The body of Griffin was
recovered yesterday.
The deceased was an international representative for
the Boot and Shoe Workers
Union.
Funeral services were held
this morning at eleven a.m. at
the chapel fo the Shackelford
Funeral Home, Savannah,
Tenn., with Bro. Glenn Lee and
Bro. Hilton Royster officiating.
Burial was in the Savannah
Cemetery.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Katherine Thacker Griffin of
Savannah; one daughter, Mrs.
Terry ( Patricia Ann) Mullins,
and one grandson, Murray;
stepmother, Mrs. Pearl
Griffin of Crwnp, Tenn.; one
sister, Mrs. Blanche Polk of
Sardis, Tenn.; three brothers,
Landous, John, and Raymond
Griffin all of Morris Chapel,
Term.

Book Authored Dr. Hugh Rankin to—Participate
13y. Dr: teller in limposium-141Mur-ray *S-tite
Is Published
Howard H. Keller, a resident
of Murray, is the author of
"German Root Lexicon," just
published by the University of
Miami Press, Coral Gables,
Florida. He is currently an
Associate Professor in the
Department
Foreign
of
Languages, Murray State
University.
Dr. Keller, a native of
Brooklyn, New York, received
his B.A. from Fordham
University and his Ph. D. from
Georgetown University. He has
been the recipient of numerous
honors, including a Fulbright
Lectureship at Sofia State
University, Bulgaria, 1967-1968,
where he was a Fellow at the
Seminar in
1968 Salzburg
American Studies, Linguistics
Section.
He has also received an
NDEA Foreign Language
Fellowship, a National Endowment for the Humanities,
and a Fellowship for Younger
Humanists. In addition, Dr.
Keller is the 1973 President of
the Tennessee—Kentucky
Chapter of the American
Association of Teachers of
Slavic and East European
Languages.

Stompers ...
i Continued from Page 1)
banjo, and his wife, Lorene. kle
Is a retired teacher and lives at
Lone Oak.
Ottis Valentine, who played
bass, and his wife, Gela, of
Murray. He is a retired printer.
Van D. Valentine, who played
JIM C. DILLARD will be one saxophone, and his wife, Eliza.
of the missionaries to speak at Valentine is retired after 38
the World Missions Conference years of service in the postal
to be held in the Baptist service
Churches In Calloway and
Following their reunion and
Marshall Counties during the
week of November 4-11. Mr. dinner at the Valentines' home,
Dillard teaches at the Baptist the group will attend concert by
High School, Nyeri, Kenya, the Phi Mu Alpha stage band in
Africa, where he has been since the Farrell Recital Hall of the
lint after being appointed in Fine Arts Building at Murray
HO. He has served as a sum- State and the reception
mer missionary and a jour- honoring the members of the
neyman in Nigeria. A native of first Murray State Normal
Tyronza, Ark., he is married School band, in which several of
the "Stompers" played.
and has one child.

Locust Grove Church of Nazarene
To Honor New Pastor, Rev. Doan

The Locust Grove Church of
Following this service, at 12
the Nazarene, located one mile noon in the fellowship hall,
north of Kirksey off Highway there will be a brie! ceremony
Se, will dedicate their new Mooring the charter members.
hilaship
Locust Grove Church was
Home Sunday," October 28.
organized in 1920 with 21
"Harvest Home Day" is an charter members and special
annual event of the church when recognition will be given to the
the pastor and his family are one surviving charter member,
showered with gifts of various Mrs. Cora Edwards.
staples, representing the
Recent gifts, totaling $2,000
hi gathering and sharing of the have resulted in the property
being cleared of all inLittle Miss Rita Kay Rushing, harvest.
daughter of Mr and Mrs
Rev. William H. Doan, with debtedness and a -note burning'
Lawrence Rushing of Murray his wife, Joyce, and daughter, will be -held to celebrate and
Route Two, died Sunday night Danette, have recently moved give thanks for this event.
Shortly after noon a pitch-in
at the Murray-Calloway County from Jeffersonville, Indiana, to
Hospital.,
pastor the Locust Grove basket dinner will be held and
The little girl was born Church. Rev. Doan will bring all are cordially invited to atTuesday, September 25, at 9:05 the morning message in the 11 tend, a church spokesman said.
a.m. at the local hospital. She a.m, worship service and the
weighed five pounds 10% "Act of Dedication" will also be Homecoming Dance Will
ounces at birth,
read.
Survivors are her parents;
Be At Club Saturday
grandmother, Mrs. Bessie
Dunn, Hurt Drive, Murray; six
The annual "homecoming
half sisters, Mrs. Fay Ward,
dance" will be held at the
Mrs. Cathy Butler, Miss Bonnie
Murray Country Club on
Garner, Miss Betty Garner, and
Saturday, October 27, from 9:30
Miss Charlotte Gamer, all of
p.m. to 1:30 a.m. with must by
Murray, and Miss Janice
B.G. and Sebastin's Cat (forRushing of Dover, Tenn-merly Byron Gallimore ), acFuneral servicesservices will be held
Psychiatric tests have been cording to the chairmen for the
today at two p.m. at the chapel ordered for a 17-year-old boy event, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Carroll.
of Milligan Funeral Home, charged with the shooting death
This will be an open dance
Dover, Term., with Bro. John of his father at their home in and the charge will be ten
Dale of Murray officiating. Buchanan, Tenn., Saturday dollars per couple.
Burial will be in the Dover TIJOt
Others serving on the comCemetery.
The boy's name was withheld mittee will be Messrs and
pending the transferral of his Mesdames Marshall Garland,
case to Circuit Court from Dick Stout, Conrad Jones,
juvenile court in Henry County. Tommy Alexander, Jim Hart,
Dead is Clarence Gustave Dan Kutson, Charles Hoke, and
Drewitz, 67, Buchanan Route 1. George Oakley.
He was reportedly shot twice in
Mrs. Richard (Madolyn) the head with a 38 caliver pistol
Chrysler has a display of her following an argument around
work at the Murray Art Guild 10:30 p.m.
during the month of October.
Authorities said the youth had
This is one of the special events dropped out of school at the age
The Almo eighth grade honor
planned at the Gidld featuring of 15 and joined the Marine roll was not included with the
the works of one of the members Corps, where he was later honor rolls for the county
as "Artist of the Month."
discovered to have lied about elementary schools for the first
Included in her display are his age. Following his six weeks. Those named to the
seascapes and landscapes to discharge, he was returned to honor roll were:
abstracts. She works in both oils Henry County.
Lisa
Cleaver, Tammy
and acrylics. ,
Following the shooting Feltner, Randall Starks; Rita
•
Osrylkso has studied- Saturday- ntglit,. the _ -wet)), Edwards, danria...C-oapar., Susie
Under gargaret
turned _airneelf _in to__X•rwr
Swift Mirha.ei
Friendswood, Texas, and Win County Sheriff Leon Williams. Duncan, Darrell Walkei,"""
Remy of Houstob
exas. She-is He has been held et the Henry
Luang'Colson, Donnie Crouse,
a form member( the Lag
La Don Grahem,Tammy Haley,
League County Jail
City Art Guild.
According to Assistant Mark Jones, Penny Lockhart,
The public la\imrited to visit District
Attorney
Ted Keith Starks, Lorranine Steen,
- the Murray Art Guild on North Neumann,the boy will probably Tina Thompson, Beverly Thorn,
6th Street, a spokesman said. be taken to Central Tuesday. and Terry Thweatt.

Infant Daughter
Dies Sunday At
Local Hospital

Tests Ordered
For Youth Who
K illedlather

Mrs. Chrysler's Art
Works On Display

Names Omitted
From Honor Roll

Presenting a paper on "'Me
Colinmon Soldier," Dr. Hugh F.
Rankin of Thiene University
will open the third American
Revolution
Bicentennial
Symposium at Murray State
University Thursday, Oct. 25,
beginning at 1:30 p.m. in the
University School auditorium.
A native of Arlington County,
Va., Dr. Rankin is one of five
nationally
recognized
Revolutionary War period
authorities who will be on the
Murray campus to participate
ip the symposium, the third of
eight to be held at Murray State.
Sponsored by the University's
Department of History, the
events and their sessions have
been designed to help junior
I.
high, high school arid collegeDr. Hugh F. Rankin
level history teachers prepare
for more meaningful teaching and Dr. Mary Beth Norton,
of the Revolutionary War era Cornell University, who will
during 1976-83, America's speak at 9:30 a.m. Oct. 26 on
"The Loyalists."
bicentennial celebration.
A banquet for participants
Theme of the third symposium, which is open to history and interested persons is
teachers arid interested per- planned for 6 p.m. Oct. 25 in the
sons across the four-state ballroom of the Waterfield
region, is "Lexington to Student Union Building during
Yorktown: The Long Struggle." which Dr. Constantine W.
Participating in the sym- Curt-is, president of Murray
posium along with Dr. Rankin, State, will welcome the group to
who holds a doctor's degree - the campus.
General Collins- also Ifis exfrom the University of North
pected to speak briefly at the
Carolina, will be:
Brig. Gen. James L Collins, banquet, tickets of which are
Jr., chief of military history in $2.50. Dr. Riley Venza, chairthe Department of the Army at man of the history department
the Pentagon in Washington and at MSU, is th campus coorwho will serve as honorary dinator for this third symposium in the series':•
chairman.
Registration fee is $2 and
Dr. Don Higginbotham.
professor of history at the overnight dormitory acUniversity of North Carolina, comodations are available at a
charge of $3, Dr. Venza said in
the chairman.
Dr. Ira D. Gruber, Rice urging-all history teachers in
University, who will speak the region to participate in the
Thursday
evening
on "in-depth discussions of this
"Generalship and the Officer," period in our history."
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State_Democrats Criticize Nixon
For Firing Of Special Prosecutor
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky Democrats have criticized President Nixon for tbe
firing of Watergate special
prosecutor Archibald Cox,
while some Republican leaders
In the state have supported the
move.
In a visit to Paducah, U.S.
Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston
said Monday the President's
action "smacks of dictatorship,
almost.
"I would not be surprised to
see a reasonably serious impeachment effort begin," the
Kentucky Democrat said,
though he declined to comment
on whether he would vote to remove Nixon if the House should
impeach him.
Huddleston said the President's weekend action "violated
a confidence, a pledge, he had
given the American people—
that a complete and uninterrupted investigation of the Watergate scandal and related
matters would be made."
National Democratic Chairman Robert Strauss and Gov.
Wendell Ford, chairman of the
National Democratic Governors
Caucus, issued a joint statement, released in Frankfort
and in Washington.
The statement said President
Nixon's recent actions "constitute the gravest threat to our
system of constitutional government and the Republic that the
nation has faced in peace or in
war.

"There is legitimate doubt,"
the statement continued,
"whether he can continue to
serve under these circumstances.
"The issue is not the right of
a chief executive to hire and

Gov. Ford Says Congress Shoukt
Investigate Nixon Impeachment
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Wendell Ford said today
he did not have enough facts to
say whether President Nixon
should be impeached but he
said Congress should investigate the matter and act if
that is warranted.
Echoing a statement he made
Monday with national party
chairman Robert Strauss, Ford
told a news conference this
country was founded by men
who "left the rule of man and
established a rule of law." The
national government is based
on three co-equal branches, he
laid, and Nixon lost in one of
those — the courts.
Therefore, he asserted, he
felt it was necessary for congress to see if there were reason to impeach the President
and to move in that direction if

It finds it should. But Congress
must act in "a responsible sort
of way," he added, not allowing
emotion to get in the way.
Ford's comments on Nixon
were prompted by Nixon's firing of special Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox and Deputy Atty. Gen. William Ruckelshaus last weekend and the
resignation of Atty. Gen. Elliot
Richardson.
Asked if he favored "three
co-equal branches of government at the state level by supporting the constitutional
amendment for annual state
legislative sessions, Ford reiterated his neutrality on that issue.
Asked whether his neutrality
would not be interpreted as opposition to the amendment,
Ford said his stand probably

Albert To Turn Over All
Impeachment Resolutions
To Judiciary Committee
WASHINGTON (AP) —
House Speaker Carl Albert announced today he is turning all
"resolutions calling for impeachment or investigation that
might possibly lead to charges
of impeachment" of President
Nixon over to the House
Judiciary Committee for consideration.
Albert said he is confident
the committee will begin its inquiry without delay and added:
"For the Congress to act in a
reckless or hasty manner would
further engender disunity.
"In my opinion," Albert said
in a statement, "the President's act of Saturday was unfortunate. It seems to me to
contribute to divisiveness
among the American people at
a time when the leadership of
the nation should seek unity."
Over the weekend, Nixon
fired special Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox after Cox
refused to go along with a proposed presidential compromise
In the White House tapes dispute. Atty. Gen. Elliot L. Richardson resigned rather than
fire Cox and Deputy Atty. Gen.
William D. Ruckelshaus was
dismissed.
• Albert noteM that awe core
firmation of HOu.le Republican
Leader Gerald R Ford's nomination as vice president is already before the committee
and said he wants the committee to also act quickly on
that.
"The House should not hold

the nomination of the vice president-designate hostage," Albert said, "as it considers matters related to any impeachment proceedings."
Before Albert's announcement, he met with House
Democratic leaders. Rep Jim
Wright of Texas said that Albert stressed that he wants
Ford confirmed as vice president before there is any formal
House action on impeachment,
should proceedings go that far.
"He just doesn't want Jerry
Ford to be held hostage,"
Wright said.

"would cut both ways" —leading some persons to favor it
and others to oppose it.
Ford said the amendment
was sorriething the General Assembly wanted and so he was
staying out of it and letting
them work for it without his interference. He noted that his
predecessor,former Gov. Louie
B. Nunn, a Republican, had opposed a similar amendment
four years ago.
Ford did say, however, that
he strongly supported the other
proposed constitutional amendment. That would make the
state superintendent of public
instruction be appointed by an
elected state board of education
instead of being elected statewide, would allow sheriffs to
succeed themselves and would
abolish the State Railroad Commission.
On the sheriffs, Ford said
"we're not in 1891 now" (when
the present constitution was
adopted) and that with all the
training sheriffs need and get
now, they should be allowed to
remain in office if the electorate so chooses. He noted that
sheriffs are doing their best to
upgrade law enforcement.
—Was "tilted in favor" of
Pleas Jones' candidacy for
State Court of Appeals justice
in the November election for
the seat left vacant by the
death of Homer Neikirk. Ford
appointed Jones, who is a Republican, to the seat until the
election but the Republican
party nominated Kenton Cooper
as its candidate for the seat in
the predominantly GOP district.

fire, the issue is the right of
that executive to place himself
above the law of the land."
A Louisville Courier-Journal
editorial Monday calling for the
impeachment of the President
drew Republican reaction.

mint supporting Si-President's
tiring of Cox and asserting that
"this backbiting of the President must stop.
"As I see it," Middleton's
statement said, "the compromise which Mr. Nixon offered with respect to the tapes
'went all the way' to the extent
that he even had agreement
from Sen.(Sam) Ervin (Democratic chair'man of the Watergate committee) that he was
doing the right thing...Mr.
Cox's rejection of the President's offer left him with no alternative but to discharge him.
"As to the future," the statement continued, "I would say
that Asst. Atty. Gen. (Henry)
Peterson, a dedicated career
Justice Department lawyer, is
eminently qualified to bring to
justice anybody who has violated the law in matters involving the Watergate incident."

Larry Van Hoose, executive
director of the Republican Party in Kentucky, called the editorial "an impatient, uninformed and prejudiced response and a grave disservice
to Kentuckians who are trying
to arrive at rational, nonpartisan conclusions about the Watergate situation and the complex constitutional questions
confronting America today.
"The Courier-Journal calls
for impeachment without waiting to hear the facts, without
waiting to see the result of
President Nixon's agreement to
make verbatim transcript of
the Watergate tapes available
and even without hearing Judge
Sirica rule whether Mr. Nixon
has complied with his earlier
court order to make the tapes
(Continued from Page 1)
available," Van Hoose said.
Edwin G. Middleton, Republi- did not answer directly when
can national committeeman asked if he thinks Nixon sould
from Kentucky, issued a state- be impeached.
He said he is not the man
"who should try to pass judgment" on the events that led to
the current government crisis.
He said he was conunitted to
the independence of the Cox investigation, Nixon to the principle of confidentiality for presidential papers and tape
recordings.
"The rest is for the American
FttANKFORT, Ky.(AP — A
state official has said Kentucky people to judge," he said. Richmay lose another $1.8 million in ardson said the fairness of that
funds provided under Title I of judgment may determine the
the Elementary and Secondary future well being of the nation.
Richardson also said he does
Education Act.
The state Title I director, not consider Nixon to be in vioJohn Bruce, told representa- lation of court orders to yield
tives of 30 school districts the tapes to a federal judge. He
meeting here Monday he had said the President should obey
learned the Nixon adminis- a court order, and added that
tration was withholding some he believes Nixon would do so.
Richardson said he has no
$200 million of the funds nationally, meaning a $1.8 million re- doubt that despite the firing of
Cox, the Watergate investigaduction for Kentucky.
When the school year began, tion will continue. He said anystate officials expected $37.1 thing done in that case by Asst.
million in Title I funds to edu- Atty. Gen. Henry E. Petersen,
cate children of disadvantaged the man now in charge of the
prosecution, "will be done
families.
The latest projected loss, plus right."
"Mr. Petersen-it-if
Aidla recent reduction voted by
Congress, would reduce such and many of the original Wafunds to $31.6 this fiscal year tergate prosecution force will
pick up where Mr. Cox left
for Kentucky.
Lyman Ginger, state superin- off," Richardson said. "... The
tendent of public instruction, problem is one of public acceptpredicted only a few of the ance and public confidence "
Richardson said those were
state's 189 districts would have
to fire teachers in Title I pro- the reasons he favored appointgrams, but Newport city school ment of a special prosecutor in
Supt. Tom Gabbard said with the first place.
Asked if Petersen or someone
an expected loss of $109,000, he
else would have a better
would hat* tOlitelt.
chance than Cox of getting the
tapes, Richardson said: "Possibly."
Richardson praised Cox, and
at the same time restated his
own support for the administration he had mryed, emphaFRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — sizing Nixon's fan* policy
The office of the Secretary of achievements.
State Monday released final figures of those registered to vote,
after a reregistration drive.

Richardson . ..

State May
Lose More
School Funds

Re-Registration
Figures Released

Secretary of State Thelma
Stovall said there are about
200,000 fewer people now registered, but "a lot of dead voters" were included on the
books previously.
Mrs. Stovall explained that in
some instances, there were
more registered voters in counties than there were people.

The figures released by her
office showed there are 1,418,021 persons registered to vote.
Approximately 1,460,000 names
were on the books before a new
state election law ordered them
voided. All voters were required to reregister
Both major parties lost regis—Was not in a position to say trants, whereas
the ranks of inyet whether the state would dependent
voters increased
help finance a new civic and slightly.
Republican leaders also met, convention center in Lexington.
and Ford reaffirmed his sup- He said he had discussed the
The new figuret, and the perport for Nixon.
matter with "responsible busi- centage of the total are:
Asked whether he thinks im- ness people" in Lexington but
Democrats 945,150 ( 66.5)
peachment is likely, Ford said, did not recall doing so with
Republicans 434,012 (30.6)
"It doesn't seem to me that the Lexington Mayor Foster Pettit.
Independent 38,135 ( 2.81
facts, under the present cirOther 726
He said he thought "it would
cumstances, justify such drasBefore the reregistration, in
be
pushing things" to make any August 1972,
tic action."
the figures were:
Rep, John J. Rhodes of Ari- announcement on the project
Democrats 946,169 (65.1)
before
the
Nov.
6
election, that
zona, a leading candidate to
Republicans 475,764 (32.7)
succeed to the top leadership any announcement probably
Independents 30,710
post if Ford is confirmed as would not come until mid-NoMrs. Stovall indicated she
vice president, said, "I don't vember or early December.
was "not very happy" about
think the President has done
— Had no intention of "going the number of blacks who regany such act as would call for around the
legislattlre" on the istered. Even though the Naimpeachment."
matter of a major airport in tional Association for the Ad-Re said the dismissal and -the Lonisvete-ieffe
rsari rtilinty vancement of -Celeral People'
resignation of Justice-Depart- area, IV
.surtOunding mute sponsored a drive, 75,084 Masks
rnent officlatIlifinot constitute ties. He said
the 1972 General reentered.
such acts. Asked whether refus- Assembly had
There were no figures availcalled for indeal to comply with the court or- pendent
studies on the issue able to compare the number of
der to produce the Watergate and that he
would wait to see blacks previously registered,
tapes was such an act, Rhodes what the
General
Assembly but there are an estimated 150,said, "I don't think you can say recomrnended
on the basis of 600 blacks of voting age in the
there has been a refusal."
state.
those studies.

Special Series
On 'Marriage'
Planned By UCM

The United Campus Ministry
will begin a series of four luncheon programs dealing with
"Marriage and the Family."
The series will begin this week
Wednesday,October 24, and run
through November 14.
Dr. William G. Emener of the
Department of Guidance and
Counseling will be the speaker
this Wednesday, October 24.
and will talk about an over all
view of "Marriage and the
Family."
Dr. Emener received his BA
degree from Trenton State
College, his MA from New York
University and his Ph.D. from
the University of Georgia. He
has been on the staff of Murray
State University since 1971 as
an Assistant Professor in the
Department of Guidance and
Counseling and as Coordinator
of the Rehabilitation Training
Program.
Dr. Chris Jeter of the
Department
of
Home
Economics will also be a'
speaker at one of the luncheons
in this series. The fourth luncheon will feature a reaction
panel consisting of university
people as Well as professionals
from the ,community.
The UCM luncheons are held
-each Wednesday at 11.3Cdavii*
the - school year and the
university community as well
as the local community are
invited to attend. The United
Campus Ministry is located at
202 N. 15th St. For further information or reservations call
753-3531.
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